-AAC/DC (undecided adjective)
1. Switching back and forth.
A term used to suggest the changing state
in someone’s relationship preferences.
Example ‘Last week I saw Tom with Billy
and now he’s here with Sally… he
AC/DC’.
2. Has been known to cause relationship
breakups, divorce and going into witness
protection.

Asue (can
cause a big
fight noun)
1. A way of saving
your coin and
paper and getting
a lump sum of
money when you
need it.
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2. Organized by a select group of people
who trust each other. Well, you have no
choice but to trust, because someone who
is just as broke as you is holding your
money. All participants put in the same
amount of money every week. One person
each week gets the pot of money.
3. The Asue ends when everyone has
gotten their turn at the pot or when
someone doesn’t get their money, then all
hell usually breaks loose.

Asue draw (money noun)

1. Your turn to
get the money
pot.
2. Time to fight if
no money is
there for you to
get yours.
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-BBaha Mar (big, giant, gargantuan,
take up half the island, $3 billion
dollar, world class, hotel resort
development in Cable Beach,
Nassau proper noun)
1. Some people don’t know that the first
name given to the islands by the Spanish
was Bajamar, meaning shallow sea. Now
I don’t know if Baha Mar tief the name, but
I only presenting facts here.
2. Had all kinda problems trying to open.
First it was May, then June, then just after
the tide come in, then as soon as the
toilets get put in straight, then as soon as
they borrow another hundred million to
buy some more fork and knife for the
restaurants, then as soon as the Chinese
send some pillow cases for the beds.
3. Got people wondering where they are
going to get tourists to fill up all them
rooms. So yinna tourists reading this…
book ya hotel room now in time for 2050
opening.
4. Promises to transform tourism in the
Bahamas with state of the art architecture,
restaurants and leisure amenities.
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Bahamas Junkanoo Carnival (cause
all kinda cussing and fighting over
feathers and g-string proper noun)
1. Big new annual street party that started
in May 2015 to bring to some excitement
and fun back to this boiling hot Bahamian
summer.
2. Caused more cussing and carrying on
over everything associated with the
carnival, but mostly because the PLP
party introduced it. And paid $9 million
dollars for it. And because Soca music
steal it. And because some vendors was
selling alligator and nobody buy it. And
people was using feathers like in Trinidad.
And, oh yeah, I forget, people was half
naked and rubbing up together like dry
sticks when you making fire. Then woman
boungie was showing everywhere you
look, so all the preachers was praying for
rain, and for Jesus to come again to judge
the living, but to leave the dead where
they be, and to drown all the heathen
dancers who dared to wear feathers.
3. Carnival had about 97 1/2 names
before the final one. Every rat and cat
wanted to have their say, like they ever
name big time $9 million dollar things
before. First, it was ‘Carnival Bahamas’,
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then ‘Trini-Bahamian Carnival’, then
‘Bahamas Dig Up Ya Old Slave Ancestors’
Carnival’, then ‘Give Jesus Tanks With
Your Clothes On Carnival’ (but nobody
liked that one), then it was Junkanoo
African Festival.
Finally, the Prime Minister’s Make Fun
Tings Happen Before the Next Election
Committee put their foot down after they
finish getting cuss out by just about
everybody, and they say, it was going to
be what you see right below here.

Bahamian Time (forget to set your
clock noun)
1. Bahamian time
is a curious
phenomenon of
nature that begins
anywhere from 5
minutes to nuttin’ o’
clock past the time
you should have
been somewhere.
2. Nuttin’ o’ clock is
a favourite time in Bahamian time. It can
be anywhere on the 24 hour clock that is
two or more hours past the time you
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should have been, where you said you
were going to be, because you have got
people waiting on you.

I mig ht be dead l ate, but
don’ t I look de ad good

Bahamianese (how we talk noun)
1. Bahamianese would be what linguists
consider a contact language.
2. You learn it from being in contact with
other Bahamians, so you had better watch
yourself.
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3. It is not an official language per se but a
way of pronouncing things our own way.
We learn it from other native speakers
who have been making up their own
language for a long time i.e. grammy,
grandpa, mummy, daddy, auntie, and that
old man with no teeth that sits under the
bridge.
Bahamianese stretches from 1 to 9 as
listed below.
1. I told him - proper American
pronunciation favoured by those
with B.A. degrees from the States or
those with BA – Been Away for a
week shopping degree to Miami.
2. I tooold him – proper British
pronunciation favoured by those
with B.A. and law degrees from
those cold places in England. The
long ‘o’ is stretched far far like in a
sipping hot tea but don’t want to
burn your tongue sort of way. The
‘o’ is stretched for about the same
time it takes the nine hour flight to
land in Nassau from London.
3. I tol im – (im is him but no ‘h’
sound) beginning of Bahamianese.
Starting to drop the ending and
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4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

beginning of words, pronouncing
only what you feel like.
I tel im – getting deeper into
Bahamianese, something like
standing knee deep in sea water.
A tel im – wading deeper into
Bahamianese as if standing
shoulder deep in sea water and the
sun is shining down with Caribbean
intensity on your head.
I tel e – (‘e’ is he but no ‘h’ sound)
total rejection of proper
pronunciation either American or
British. Total abandonment of
proper noun to pronoun
relationships.
A tel e – Bahamianese after one
beer.
Me tel e – Bahamianese after two
or more beers and an argument
over something petty.
Me tel am – The deepest form of
Bahamianese. A point of no return
and means total immersion as well
as trying to talk with your mouth full
of peas and rice, steam conch,
macaroni and a cold fizzy sweet
grape soda.
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BAMSI – Bahamas Agricultural and
Marine Science Institute (learning to
feed ourselves again proper noun)
1. New government initiative in North
Andros created to teach Bahamians how
to grow our own food. We had to do this
before climate change come to make the
earth hot like a frying pan and we only left
with roasting cockroaches for dinner.
2. BAMSI offers accredited Associate
degree level courses and certificates to
Bahamians and foreign students who
might want to come and see how big our
papaya could really grow.
3. Some people were questioning why the
government wanted to spend money on
an agricultural college to teach us new
methods of growing our own food, when
we are perfectly happy paying $234.65
plus tax for one onion and a carrot from
South America.
4. I hear they doin’ all kinda scientific ting
and ting down there, like how to make
beef taste like conch and how to make
chicken taste like conch and how to make
pork taste like conch.
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Bark – (peel tough tings off of tough
tings verb)
1. When something get bark in the
Bahamas that means we peeled
something off of something.
2. We does bark dem hard coconut. This
means we take one good sharp cutlass
and chop and peel the hard rusk off of the
coconut so we could get to the coconut
shell inside. The little coconut shell inside
have all the juicy coconut meat and nice
water to drink.
3. Bark also means you just get one good
cut ass. In other words, you just got the
beating of a lifetime that will last you two
lifetimes judging by the welts and bruises
on your backside.
4. Woman does like to play crazy and try
bark man backside in public. That means
she does try to embarrass him by talking
loud and telling him his shoes ugly.
5. Man does try to bark woman backside
too. They like telling you they will pick you
up at 7:00 and then don’t show up until
11:27 saying that they had been to church.
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Baser (begging noun)
1. A drug addict. Word derived from the
act of freebasing enough cocaine to cause
you to lose your house, your job, car,
family, shoes, socks, teeth, senses, selfrespect and the use of an indoor toilet.
2. A homeless street person because of
the above mentioned or from drinking too
much.

Baby Maker (Casanova noun)
1. A term used to describe a man, who
against all odds, manages to get a lot of
women.
2. He is Dexter 4.0 - the 2013 version. On
the weekends he hangs around the hotel
bars and the clubs. He is the local gigolo
favoured by many a lonely middle-aged
female tourist on vacation by herself.
3. A man with three to forty-six different
baby mamas.
4. A man with one bunch of kids that he
hasn’t seen since he helped make them.
5. The missing name on many birth
certificates.
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Back-back (can’t make up your mind
verb)
1. To go in reverse when you sometimes
intended to go forward.
2. Can refer to a car going in reverse.
3. Can refer to a woman going back to her
no good husband.

4. Can refer to those political opportunists
who keep jumping out the ship and then
jumping back in again.
5. Can refer to a man going back to his no
good wife because she makes all the
money.
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The
Ba
Mak by
er

Dexter 1.0 - The 1980’s version.
Women back then liked a brother with an afro
and a smooth tongue. Dexter 1.0 always carried
his boom box playing Barry White or Marvin
Gaye love songs to attract the ladies.
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Th
e
Ma Bab
ke y
r

Dexter 2.0 - The 1990’s version.
Women then started liking the dreadlocks and
the slim body. Dexter 2.0 always carried his
little drums and sang Bob Marley reggae tunes
as if they were love songs.
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The
B ab
Mak y
er

Dexter 3.0 - The 2000 version.
Women soon started liking the educated, well
dressed dude. Dexter 3.0 always carried his
Webster’s dictionary and university degree in his
coat pocket to impress the ladies. This dude has
baggage though. He is divorced with two kids
from each of his three marriages. Dexter 3.0 is out
tonight looking for wife number 4.
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The
B
Mak aby
er

Dexter 4.0 - The 2013 version.
Oh… my my my Dexter how you have changed. No
longer does he have to be young, tall, have hair, can
sing or have a university degree. Now Dexter’s only
eye-catching attribute, that attracts the ladies like a
magnet, is MONEY.
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D

x’
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D-ex’ter 5.0 - The 2015 version.
D-ex’ter reflects the rise of the new metro-sexual
Bahamian man. The new D-ex’ter wears moisturizer,
lip balm, gets pedicures and makes every effort to
tame any wayward eyebrow hairs. D-ex’ter helps his
baby mama pick out the best hairstyle and shoes for
the perfect occasion. This new D-ex’ter actually reads
books and is well versed in all forms of pasta.
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Baker (cook people hot food noun)

1. Means oven.
Example - Man calling wife from
sweetheart house “Leave my food in the
baker, I say I comin’ home now woman”.

Bearl (mispronounced noun) (verb)
1. Bahamianese pronunciation of the word
‘boil’. In its noun form, it can be used to
indicate a disgusting swelling under the
arm or on the leg or anywhere really, so if
you get one, what you waitin’ for… get to
the doctor quick.
2. In its verb form, ‘bearl’ can be used to
indicate something boiling at 100 degrees
Celsius or 212 degrees Fahrenheit.
3. Repress the urge to correct a Bahamian
pronouncing the word ‘boil’ as ‘bearl’
because you could get told where to go
bearl ya self.

Benne (tiny thing noun)
1. Small sesame seed used to make a
tasty Bahamian desert treat.
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Benne Cake (tooth decay noun)
1. Small sesame seed desert made from
benne and ridiculously large amounts of
diabetes inducing sugar.
2. Hard to bite into so for anyone with
false teeth caution is advised.
3. Made in many home kitchens, but you
can’t be eatin’ from any and everybody
cause some people does cook outside
and keep pot under the bed. Benne cake
can be found sold in little plastic bags in
the supermarket as well as on street stalls
on the side of the road.

Bey (50% of the population noun)
1. Means Boy in regular English.
2. Emphasis is placed on which ever letter
you choose, doesn’t matter really, as it is
all made up anyway.
3. Used as in ‘Bey come here’ or ‘Ma bey
you musse can’t see it over dere’ or ‘I see
ma bey out last night with one next gal but
she was ugly’ or ‘Bey I ga leave my foot
up your *%#*!’
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Big Eye (too much adjective)
1. Greedy or hoggish. Wants everything
they see.
2. Having the qualities of wanting too darn
much all the time, as in I will slap you if
you touch my food. Other people hungry
too...
3. Eating all the food and leaving the
empty bowl or pot in the refrigerator.
4. Not knowing when to stop with lots of
things like dresses, jewelry, taking
someone else’s job, makeup, shoes, other
people’s girlfriends or other people’s
boyfriends.

Biggity (get beat up noun)
1. A bossy, big mouth, know it all person,
who always seems ready to argue or fight.
2. Biggity could refer to both males and
females.
3. A biggity person is usually someone
who has a big mouth by day but sleeps
sucking their finger and holding a teddy
bear at night.
20

My eye big.
What’s for
dinner after dis?

BIG BIG EYE…. Tower of food gonna
be gone in 60 seconds
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Big up (none of your business
adjective)
1. Someone very visibly pregnant.
2. A man with a very large belly sticking
out from under his shirt often mistaken for
being pregnant.

Bitch-up (can’t leave ya to do nuttin’
verb)
1. To make an utter mess of something.
2. Letting your illiterate friend do your
home- work or your one-eyed friend drive
your car.
3. Hiring the cheapest man to build your
house or the 5 cent dressmaker to make
your clothes.

Boil Fish (taste good food noun)
1. Boil Fish is a staple food dish in the
Bahamas. It consists of one good piece of
fish cooked in a hot broth with plenty of
lime or lemon juice and pepper (red chili
pepper) added in to make it taste real
good.
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Boongie or boungey (noun) (big
noun) (very, very big noun)
1. A large rotund backside on a person.
2. Can refer to the object itself or a person
acting like the object itself. Example ‘She
got a big boongie’ or ‘You actin’ like a
boongie’.

Bread or Crabbie (crass noun)
1. Somehow Bahamians have developed
these words over a long period of time to
indicate the female private parts.
2. The historical roots trace back to a
mythical event a long time ago in 1805
Nassau, when a man named Babadoo
was carrying a tubed shaped loaf of baked
bread that fell into a bush. He got crabbie
trying to pull the bread out da bush.

Break Up (need to sort yourself
adjective) (verb)
1. Something that appears old and beat up
but is not necessarily old but definitely
beat up.
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2. Someone who has lost the will to care
about how they look. A common
phenomenon when your husband or wife
has run off with someone else.
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Lawd someone get dis woman to the
psychiatrist and the hairdresser
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“I don’t gotta tell yinna
what dees tings is”…

Getting
there… on
the right road
boongie

Real
Bahamian
boongie

No… too
skinny need
more food
boongie
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Thanks to all that good Bahamian
food what does put meat on your
bones, and dem talented plastic
surgeons dem in Florida, Bahamian
boungie grew 20 inches in
circumference. Enjoy!
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Bright or bright skin (just jealous
adjective)
1. Someone of light skinned complexion.
2. Use to be the in thing until dark skin
came back in style. Sidney Poitier brought
black back in with To Sir With Love... Y’all
know he’s Bahamian right!!!!

Broke (never got anything adjective)
1. Means you don’t have any money.
2. Means don’t call me because I ain’t
lendin’ you a red cent. You owe me from
the last time.
3. When a broke person is approaching
you, it is best to do either of the following:• If you’ve got a soft place to drop,
play dead.
• If you are standing next to your car,
run behind it and duck down low.
• If they catch you, quickly start crying
and say your dog died, you need to
bury him.
• If you absolutely have no choice
and have to give them money, start
with the pennies first and count
slow. If they are still standing there
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after 30 minutes of watching you
count pennies, lend them some
money because god don’t like
mean. Afterward, move to another
island because their broke self will
be coming back to find you.

Bruddah (not really related noun)
1. Means brother. A word used in
friendship, solidarity and when you can’t
remember some guy’s name.

Bubby (typical man made noun)
1. Bahamian speak for a woman’s chest
area regardless of size. Used by people
who can't spell breast.
Example ‘LaCretiaquanda bubby down to
her knees’.
2. Inedible elongated rubbery part of the
conch that is peeled off and thrown back
into the sea for fish food.
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Bub (the thing people never have
when they owe you noun)
1. Means money. It would be easier just
to say money, but where would the fun be
in that.

Buck up (you bought your license
verb)
1. To crash in a car, hopefully your own.
2. A blind man, instructing a seeing eye
dog, at the wheel could drive better than
you.
3. Time to take your driving test again
before you kill somebody.
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Bush (versatile adjective)
1. Bush implies something one or twenty
steps removed from the certified, genuine
or real thing.
Bush is a very handy word when
combined with others words like…

BUSH + Fix car engine with toilet
plunger = BUSH MECHANIC

BUSH + Never knowing what the hell
they talkin’ about = BUSH DOCTOR

BUSH + Talkin’ all the time about
going to hell = BUSH PASTOR

BUSH + Thinking every politician come
from hell = BUSH POLITICIAN
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Bush Mechanic – the man with the
greasy fingernails, oil streaked clothes and
a toilet plunger under his arm that you call
when your car has broken down.
The Bush Mechanic works under a big
nearby tree somewhere with ten old
mangy potcake dogs runnin’ round the
place. The tree is for sleeping under when
the sun is just too hot. This man can
make miracles happen.
The Bush Mechanic can take a $1,900
repair bill from a reputable garage in air
conditioned offices with a secretary to get
you coffee, and turn it into a $60.75 plus a
fried chicken lunch with two beers thrown
in repair bill.
Bush Mechanic will tow your car with one
old piece of clothes line tied to his break
up truck.
He will take his toilet plunger, some
masking tape, a little chewing gum and a
spray can of deodorant and have your car
fixed in no time. Your automobile will run
like it was new, until it breaks down again
in the street.
Bush Mechanic, you know we love you,
because you cheap and we can’t afford
dem old expensive garage no how.
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DISCLAIMER:- This is a representative likeness of
the Bush Mechanic. So my fellow Bahamians you
can calm down now and hang up the phone from
your lawyer. I know plenty of we Bush Mechanic is
black but you go try find one picture on the
internet…. Google ain’t had one.
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Bush Doctor – the cousin, sister,
brother, auntie, uncle, grammy, mother,
father and your first cousin twice removed
who thinks they know the cure for every
ailment better than the doctors that went
to doctor school.

Uncle DeAngelo works as bank teller by day
and resident Bush Doctor at night. He never
know what he talkin’ about.

The Bush Doctor says for:Asthma – Spike them to a tree. Take the
sufferer to a tree and have them stand tall.
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Drive a nail through the tree where the top
of their head begins. Then wait three
years for the tree to grow while the asthma
sufferer strains to breathe. Should the
sufferer drop dead during this process,
take your nail back.
Infant with a cold – Take a brown paper
bag. Tear a small round piece from the
bag and put a big dollop of spit on it. Put
the spitty piece of brown paper on the
baby’s forehead. If the cold persists, add
more spitty pieces of brown paper to the
baby’s head until it looks like a paper doll.
Should the baby expire from a lack of
modern medicine, retain spitty pieces of
brown paper in a scrap book dedicated to
remembering your sheer stupidity.
Colicky crying baby – Get baby’s bottle,
clean and sterilize it carefully. Fill
sterilized bottle with an equal mixture of
milk and Gin. If no Gin to hand, Vodka will
do as well. Get baby in its perfect prealcoholic state and feed baby with bottle.
While baby snores drunk, make a note to
search out your local chapter of Alcoholics
Anonymous and see if you can pre-book a
place for your child in five years time.
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Bush Pastor – Everybody wants to be a
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preacher these days. The Bahamas has

more bishops, apostles, sisters, prophets,
prophetesses, pastors, brothers,
evangelists, priests, priestesses,
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reverends and reverend doctors per
square mile than we get coconut trees.
The Bush Pastor can spring up from
anywhere. No one is really interested in
whether or not they have any formal
education or can indeed spell. What is
more important is that they can rain down
plenty plenty fire and brimstone and
banish enough of dem devils to make
going to Sunday church worthwhile.
The number one requirement for a Bush
Pastor is always throwing religion into
every conversation possible. Then you’ve
got to know at least 10 bible verses that
you are able to interpret in the most
narrow way possible as to exclude 85.35%
of the world’s population.

Bush Politician – Bush politicians have
no formal education or experience in
government, management, international
relations, policy, law or crossing the street.
They conduct government from Facebook,
newsprint editorials and unsigned letters
to tabloid editors. The savvy Bahamian
Bush politician occupies
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FNM or PLP
they can’t
escape me...
Where my
Facebook
page I just
thought of a
new law,
make Friday
all pink day
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Parliamentary seats in chat rooms and
discussion threads. They are the
unelected members of parliament, internet
cabinet ministers and hologram would be
prime ministers who lambast everything
about government and make up their own
laws as they see fit. Depending on which
night of the week or how much Sky Juice
they have had to drink, you could read
some really crazy things Bush Politicians
post online.

Bus-up (need to go to AA verb)
1. Very drunk or intoxicated.
2. Soon will need a liver transplant verb.

Butcha (strange interjection)
1. The Bahamianese version of the
English ‘but you’.
2. Does not mean ‘butcher’. Do not use
this word to ask for who cuts meat.
Example ‘Mavis, butcha say I could have
some cake… yous lie bey’.
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Butterhead (go back and try again
adjective)
1. Everything looks good but their head.
2. Term derived from many a woman who
is all dressed but her hair looks as if it has
been cemented or super glued into place.
Men are butterheads too, if their head look
like prickle.
3. Someone who has accidentally put their
wig on backward or someone who has
intentionally put their wig on backward and
sprayed it gold or pink or green mistakenly
thinking that this looks really cool.
4. Need a visit to the hairdresser or a
barber to fix your hair.
5. Anyone with silly stupid hair i.e. green,
gold, spiked, pink, syrup red, indigo blue,
86 inch blonde hair weave, old tangle up
weave, dusty wig, any wig from 1970 still
being worn today, 500 degree afro, arrow
shaped designs, anyone over 30 with their
hair in two plaits, blonde arrows on head,
half shaved head, half Mohawk, quarter
Mohawk, jherri curl and carpet head.
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-CCell (we could finally walk and chew
gum at the same time noun)
1. The cell is short for the cellular phone.
2. Truth be told, most Bahamians would
rather be eaten by a shark, pay income
tax or catch Ebola than lose their precious
cell phone.
3. The cell phone disproves, beyond a
shadow of a doubt, the long held myth that
Bahamians could only do one thing at a
time. This falsehood has followed us for
decades. Now, the cellphone proves we
can drive and talk on the phone. We can
cuss out the police, get handcuffed and
still try to dial our lawyer at the same time.
Bahamian men can get caught with one
sweetheart and while they are getting beat
up by their wife, call and cancel the other
date that had planned for later that night.
4. The cellphone is now the second most
essential technological instrument in the
Bahamas. The first most essential
technological instrument in the Bahamas
is the other cellphone hidden under the
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mattress with all the pictures you are
trying to hide.

Cerasee ( pronounced serah see)
(taste bad noun)
1. A vine plant with an orange flower
containing red seeds.
2. Cerasee is used to make a medicinal
tea.
3. Cerasee is ridiculously bitter tasting but
is supposed to be good for you.

Charley Charley (spirit dem noun)
1. In 2015, the Bahamas get catch up in
the grip of supernatural foolishness.
2. Dis ain’t no Bahamian word but how
Bahamians reacted to it is classic
Bahamian.
3. Chirren dem thought two pencils could
bring forth spirits from abroad. Had all
kinda people running for their crosses,
garlic and silver bullets.
4. The Immigration Department was called
into investigate how a Mexican demon
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could enter the country without
immigration clearance and a work permit.
5. The Worker’s Union was called into
investigate why a Bahamian demon was
not employed to scare the living daylights
out local children, since Bahamian
demons are just as qualified as Mexican
demons.
6. Local preachers were called into hold
demon clearing and prayer sessions in
schools. For a small donation to their
church building fund, the preachers were
able to pray the Mexican demon back to
his guacamole and fried enchiladas. It also
give plenty credence in children’s minds to
believe in foolishness and totally turn back
the clock of science to the time before
people realized that fire was for cooking
food and not burning people to death.

Cheapa, Cheapar or Cheapas (might
as well expression)
1. Means might as well do ‘it’, whatever ‘it’
is. ‘It’ can be anything. Whatever ‘it’ is, ‘it’
is cheapa to do ‘it’ now than not to do ‘it’ at
all.
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2. Means doing whatever ‘it’ is now, will
eventually save you having to do
something else later or having to do ‘it’
later on when you don’t feel like it.
Example ‘Man cheapa you iron dees pants
now ma boy cause later on we goin’ to the
club’.

Chief, Boss, Boss Man (give me
something or do me a favour noun)
1. Chief, Boss, Boss Man are all terms of
endearment used to address people you
think can do something for you.
2. Used to affectionately address anyone
that can get you a job, turn your
disconnected phone back on, buy you a
conch salad, help you fix your car tire or
get you to the front of the line when you
are late for something.

Chile (silent ‘e’ long ‘i’) (useful
expression at beginning of
sentences) (noun)
1. Bahamianese for child. Term used as
an expression to refer to women, children,
men, any inanimate object or when talking
to one's self.
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Example - ‘Chile go find my keys’ as in
directing your husband to find your keys or
‘Chile you see where I put my keys my
head crazy today?’ as in standing
desperately before a locked car door
talking to yourself.

Chile… I tink I lost
my head.
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Hard Head (rock like
substance between your
ears adjective)
When your head hard, you
don’t know how to listen to
good advice. People does tell
you good things but you get
hard head and can’t listen…

Cock-Eye (marble in
your head adjective)
You know them people who
you tink always lookin’ at
you but really they starin’ at
the moon… Well, they or
you, is Cock-Eye.

Shabby (ain’t gat it adjective)
When you are shabby, you are
broke. You don’t have 10 cents to
your name and lookin’ to borrow
other people money.
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Chirren (drive you damn crazy noun)
1. Means children (the ones with no
manners).
2. All those coconut head, basketball
head, banana head and peanut head
children you bring into the world that talk
back to you the minute they have teeth.
3. The cause of many a sleepless night
and thousands of dollars spent on things
they decide they are bored with ten
minutes after they get it.
4. The thing you have to be nice to now
just in case you need them to help change
your old tear up underpants and take you
to the toilet when you get old.

Christenin’ (pour the water verb)
1. Taking your baby to church so they
could get baptized.
2. Requirements for getting christenin’ are:
one baby and hopefully one father to go
along; new church clothes for you and
baby; someone to stand as godmother
and godfather who will never have one
thing to do with your child afterwards
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because they have their own chirren to
worry about; a pack of handkerchiefs or
small towel to wipe all the sweat off your
face from standing in those hot clothes for
an hour; a blind, deaf, non-judgemental
priest in case you ain’t married and this
ain’t your first child you bringing up to
god’s altar.
4. You can get christenin’ when you are
older as well. Before, you could only get
water throw on your head as a baby, but
the church say that is discrimination and
bad for businesses. So the Pentecostal
and the burn fire and brimstone at the
pulpit every Sunday type churches will half
drown you in the sea now if you want.

Coconut cake (raise your blood
sugar noun)
1. A sweet dessert made from grated
coconut and enough sugar to make your
diabetes dress up in its Sunday best
because it is coming out.
2. Coconut cake is somewhat hard to bite
into so if you wear false teeth beware.
Don’t let old great Grammy touch them.
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Coconut Tart (lick your fingers
noun)
1. A sweet Bahamian desert made from
grated coconut layered on a cake like
base with of course lots of sugar and
enough good butter to make your mouth
water and your waist line say ‘I give up’.

Commonwealth of the Bahamas
(proud proper noun)
1. This is our majestic official name. I love
it.
2. Ours is a beautiful country consisting of
more than 700 islands and cays in the
Atlantic Ocean, north of Cuba, northwest
of the Turks and Caicos Islands, southeast
of the U.S. state of Florida and east of the
Florida Keys.
3. With all those directions, you can easily
come and find us to have a nice holiday
here on one of our islands because we get
plenty of them.
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Conch (ch sound like k) (Bahamians
eat it every day noun)
1. Conch is large sea mollusk that grows
in a hard shell. You need a hammer to
break it.
2. Bahamians love conch more than they
love the beach.
3. Some say it is an aphrodisiac and helps
with the libido, but men still hold on to your
blue pill, because we Bahamians does talk
plenty foolishness.
4. Conch is a national food that is eaten
everyday by Bahamians across the
islands which means 20 years ago, one
big conch would have cost $1 and today
one small conch, no bigger than your
finger, cost $5.
5. Conch is put into conch salad, conch
chowder, conch souse, conch stew, conch
fritters, crack conch, conch burgers, conch
and rice, curry conch and even the
Chinese restaurants put conch in black
bean sauce.
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The Conch Shell
The mollusk meat that is eaten grows inside
the shell. It is almost impossible to pull out
the conch meat without cracking the shell
first and using a sharp knife to poke it out.
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Bahamian Conch Fritters made with a
season batter, chopped vegetables, conch,
lots of good spices and fried until crispy
golden brown… Served hot with a tangy dip
on the side… Enjoy!
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THE CONCH SALAD SONG
(sing dis ting to the tune of White Christmas)

I'm dreaming of a spicy conch salad
Just like the one’s I use to know
With all them juicy tomatoes glistening
Mixed with sweet pepper and onions dem
swimmin'
In lime juice squeezed with a hint of love
Oh yes I'm dreaming of a spicy conch
salad
With one icy piña colada by my side
Could there be hot conch fritters
And some fresh grouper fish fingers
And some dip made with plenty Bahamian
pride
Oh yeah I'm dreaming of a spicy conch
salad
With every mouth watering sigh
May all your days be like our Bahamas...
sunny and bright
And may all your conch salads be made
just right
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Clapboard (old
termite board
noun)
1. In
Bahamianese,
clapboard is dem
old house that look
like it will fall down
if you blow on it
too hard.
2. A house that
don’t look like it
could hold a rat much less people.

EttaMae and her chirren,
residents of #65
Clapboard House,
Over the Hill
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Conchy or Chonchie Joe (some own
big things, the rest broke like
everybody else noun)
1. Refers to a white Bahamian. Term
originated from when the Loyalists arrived
in the Bahamas to escape the American
Civil War because they were still loyal to
Britain’s King George III. The Loyalists
called the white Bahamians that were
already living in the Bahamas ‘Conchs’
probably because they didn’t like them.
Over time this became Conchy Joe.
2. Now just to be clear, white people was
callin’ other white people dat first so y’all
could put your phone down to yinna
lawyer cause I ain’t come here to get sue
for my little jook jook house. Yinna go sort
it out amongst ya selves.

Confuddle up (mixed up adjective)
1. Used to describe someone who is
talking or speaking their point but is all
confused and doesn’t know what in the
world they are saying.
2. Circular reasoning masked as sense.
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3. Someone making no doggone logic
whatsoever.
Example of confuddle up reasoning - hot
dog tastes better than hamburger or she
looks better than me or you applying for
one big time hotel job but you can’t spell
C.A.T. or dinosaurs are secretly being
kept on a remote island waiting to take
over the world.

Cowboy (water cut off verb)
1. Taking a bath in the sink.
2. Wiping down your dirty self instead of
getting in the tub or shower like sensible
people.
3. Occurs frequently when your water has
been turned off by the water corporation.
The water corp. don’t like you owning
them too much money, so go and pay
your bills and stop buying beer with the
water people money.
4. Bathing only the necessary places, like
under your arm and places of similar
nature that will smell to high heaven in the
hot sun.
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COWBOY BOB SAY..
‘Go bathe ya dirty self
and stop doin’ cowboy in
the sink… Make sure
get behind dem ears that
could grow corn since
you last wash ‘em…’
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Criminal (missing link between
monkey to human that need to stay
missin’ noun)
Bahamianse for the English word criminal
is ‘bitch’, but I can’t write that here or all
dem Christmas… I mean Christian Council
people ain’t gone buy my book.
But since the days of pirates like
Blackbeard, the Bahamas always had
‘bitches’ I mean criminals, who make it
bad for all of we good people.
Woodes Rogers, the first British governor
to the Bahamas in 1718, use to hang them
right in public and then throw them old
‘bitches’ I mean criminals in the sea for
shark food. But we can’t do that now
because the Privy Council in London stop
that last week.
Scientists say dees new breed of criminal,
what making it bad for everybody else, gat
dem underdeveloped frontal lobe in their
brain. Dees really big words what just
mean, they friggin’ stupid.

GOOD BRAIN of SENSIBLE
PEOPLE who ain’t stupid

Brain of bitch, I mean
criminal, that looks
strangely like a PEANUT
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Cuckoo soup (be careful where you
eat noun)
1. Mythical love soup. Cuckoo soup is
something desperate women give to men
to get them to love or marry them.
2. Supposedly made from certain bodily
fluids by people who missed the two
million news reports on AIDS and MRSA.
3. Said to contain magical powers in
winning the man of your dreams but really
all it is, is something to put you in the
hospital.
4. Contains no magical powers to make
him to stay home after you get him to
marry your crazy self.

Current (that thing you need to feel
like it ain’t 1750 again noun)
1. Current is what Bahamians call
electricity.
2. Every so often, okay I lie, every 365
seconds, the current goes off somewhere
in the Bahamas.
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3. Current is produced for the islands by
dem old government generators they had
from when the British was still controlling
things. These generators are so old, they
don’t need oil as much as they need a
walking stick and some geriatric vitamins.
4. Bahamians call it current because two
syllables is easier to pronounce than the
five syllables in electricity.
5. The government keeps promising to
buy some new generators that you could
click on and off with your IPhone, so
people could have reliable current to run
the fan in their house. But, this would
mean that the electricity workers union
couldn’t make any more overtime to fix the
generators they keep breaking in the first
place.

Cuss (**%%* and *&^^@ verb)
1. The action of using all dem blue and
black words that could cause you to get
your mouth washed out with soap or you
to get cuss back.
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Cutta (see you around midnight
noun)
1. A booty call that only requires a crack
conch snack and a soda or something
equally cheap, in return for favours of the
intimate kind.
2. Mostly used to refer to women but can
be used to refer to men as well, especially
20 year old beach bums who date 60 year
old women.
3. CUT is the verb. The action of creeping
around in the middle of the night for two
cents.

Cut behind, cut boongie or cut a**
(call the police verb)
1. The act of getting a beating, the
memory of which will last you a lifetime.
2. Can be given using an open hand, belt,
soft tree branch, shoe heel, chicken wire,
steel rod, rope, chair leg or practically
anything that will ultimately involve Social
Services and being charged with assault
and battery by the police.
3. The extreme form of not of ‘sparing the
rod’.
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4. Can be used for adults in cases of
catching another woman with your man,
catching another man with your woman,
catching a tief in your house, catching a
tief in your car, catching a tief period.
Example ‘Quantia give BeulahMae one cut
behind when she catch her with her man
and then they make up and give the man
one cut behind’.

Cut eye (might get poke in your eye
verb)
1. To stare at someone and look away
quickly as if by doing this, the other person
may actually be turned to stone. You can
also blink your eyes for added effect. This
adds nothing to the cut eye but may help
clear a stray eyelash.
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-DDat or Das (Bahamianese adjective)
1. If you were in England during
Shakespearian time it would be
pronounced ‘that’ or ‘that is’. If you were
in England now, it would be pronounced
‘that’ or ‘that is’. If you were anywhere in
the world that spoke English as a first
language it would be ‘that’ or ‘that is’.

“To Be Or Not To Be, That Is The
Question” (Shakespeare)
“Toby or not Toby, dat be da question”
(Bahamianese)
“Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me
your ears” (Shakespeare)
“Friends, Wo-mans, and illegal
immigrants, bring yinna ass over here”
(Bahamianese)
“Neither a borrower nor a lender be”
(Shakespeare)
“Fool an I tell ya don’t lend him dat money”
(Bahamianese)
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Days of the Week
Mundee ('Suck teet' because the
weekend is over and late for work again
day).
Tuzdee (Do work you should have done
on Mundee day)
Whensdee (Looking forward to weekend,
midweek daydreaming all day day).
Tursdee (Trying not to get fired before
payday Fridee day).
Fridee (Trying to catch the afternoon flight
to Miami so calling in sick after lunch day).

You
Bahamians
will speak
proper English

Old Miss BreakBottom
English teacher from
hell who refuses to go
back to where she come
from...
Anybody know when
her work permit up??…
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Dead (finished with expression or
adjective)

R.I.P

Let
that
dead

1. Dead
is used
to finish
somethi
ng, like
a
discuss
ion, or
argume
nt or
thought
.
Exampl
e ‘I
don’t
want to
talk

about that anymore, let that dead’.
2. Dead is used to intensify a word or a
statement. Example ‘That taste dead
good’ or ‘her boongie dead big’.
3. Dead is used to express the urgent
need to send someone far away, as in
next life far away. Example ‘Mess wit me, I
gone slap you dead’.
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Doggie (functional noun)
1. Bahamian speak for male private parts.
2. Extreme caution advised: - Needs to be
retrained and used sparingly at all times.

B a d…
…
d
a
B
!
Do g g i e
Let a playa
play….
‘ruff’..
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Dollar (money money money noun)
1. Bahamian Dollar to be exact. It comes
in all sorts of pretty island colors like blue,
green, red and orange depending on the
denomination. Our coins are pretty as
well.
2. The Bahamian Dollar is on par with the
US dollar at the rate of B$1 = US$1 and
you can spend American dollars in the

Bahamas.
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Door Crack (just strange adjective)
1. Life is kinda strange. You just don’t
realize some things until it is pointed out to
you. And so it was, in 2014, a video
emerged on Youtube, recorded
somewhere in Nassau, and boy it took the
country by storm. Suddenly, the entire
Bahamas just realized that people could
possibly be home if the door was crack.
2. Term used to indicate when a door is
slightly opened, but not totally wide open.
The degree of openness indicates the
occupants desire not to be frigged with by
some random people with nothing better
to do but bother people on their day off
from work.
3. Determining whether or not if a door
crack means come in or stay the hell out is
tricky. To do this, stand a few feet away
from people yard, unless you plan on
pulling somebody potcake dog off ya leg.
Wet your lips real good and save some of
that spit to swallow to clear your throat.
Then open your mouth as wide as you
could and shout “anybody

home

with the door crack”.
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ANYBODY HOME
WITH THE DOOR
CRACK ??!!
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Dred or dread (my brother noun)
1. A street term used to refer to a person
usually a young man. Could have come
from the word ‘dreadlocks’ or made up
from thin air.
2. Used by one young man or young lady
to refer to another young man.
3. Can be used to refer to a young man
sitting by the side of the road or holding up
a wall by leaning on it while playing cool,
but in reality has nothing better to do all
day.

Dry dock (your ship ain’t been out to
sea for a bit state of being)
1. Dry dock doesn’t have one single thing
to do with some old boat. Dry dock is
when you haven’t had sex for a while.
2. In the Bahamas, dry dock can either be
out of circumstance, for example, you just
too darn ugly and nobody wants you; or it
can be an enforced state of affairs, for
example, you lock up in jail at her
majesty’s pleasure. Either way, you ain’t
gettin’ no nookie.
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THE PERSON ON DRY DOCK
A lonely fellow (mostly man because woman
could get **%$*7$ anytime they want) looking
out to sea to see all the people out there having
fun while they stand alone on the dock trying to
remember what having fun was like.

Viagra burning a
hole in his pocket.
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-EEarl (slip down on the floor noun)
1. Bahamianese for cooking oil or car oil.
2. Use to be a popular boys name, but it
went out of style because it was too easy
to pronounce. Bahamians love a challenge
when it comes to names, so Earl the boys
name, has been replaced with
Earltezivilleque.

Een (don’t ask just use it
expression)
1. Een means ain’t it or isn’t it.
Examples:
‘You een seen Breentisha today aye?
‘I een gat no money boy, go ask ya ma’.
‘Een no sun shinin’ today.
‘I een never see no foolishness like dis
before, dis een even funny dread’
“I een gat no more Nigeria spray to iron
dese jeans wit’
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-FFaddah’s Day (Hmmm… )
1. Faddah’s Day, also known as Father’s
Day, is the three hours, once a year, when
father’s are honoured in the Bahamas with
some sighs, some suck teeths, and some
searches in the births and deaths registry.
2. Lots of people would celebrate
Faddah’s Day more if they knew who their
pa was or if their daddy had hung around
after they were brought home from the
hospital.
3. Tings get so bad that the government
had to put its foot down and say erry
single solitary birth certificate issued in the
country gatta have a mother and a father’s
name, because as far as they know, Mary
had the last immaculate conception couple
thousand years ago.
4. The favourite song for Faddah’s Day is
‘Papa Was A Rolling Stone’.
5. Petition to have national DNA testing to
trace some of these so called faddahs was
recalled after the baby daddies decided to
make their child support payments.
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Fast (get in trouble adjective)
1. Fast describes someone who cannot
mind their own business and stay jook up
in other people’s.
2. Fast describes those girls who are fresh
and end up carrying watermelon before
their time.
3. Fast describes those fresh young boys
who think they are men before their time
and end up paying for baby before they
are even learn how to shoplift.

Ferl (grossly mispronounced noun)
1. Means aluminum foil or just foil.
2. The stuff Bahamians use to wrap up
food to take home from every social event
imaginable where free food is being
served including weddings, funerals, office
parties, birthday parties, christening
parties, Sunday dinner, Saturday dinner,
Monday to Friday dinner, vote for me
cook-outs, we win cook-out, we ga get
them next election cookout, stop by for
coffee, Beveisha finally finish high school
after the baby party, Junior out of jail
party, etc...
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Fire engine (taste good adjective)
1. Fire engine is a staple Bahamian dish of
grits and cornbeef. The cornbeef is fried
along with onions in a little oil and tomato
paste then spooned over soft grits.
2. Fire engine is usually a breakfast dish,
lunch dish or dinner dish or anytime dish.

Fix (believing in foolishness verb)
1. A curse of voodoo or obeah spell cast
on someone to bring about bad luck like a
bearl growing out of their forehead.
2. Involves putting your mind and thinking
back hundreds of years to when people
thought the earth was flat and having a
mouthful of rotten teeth meant good luck.
3. Finding two chicken feet outside your
front door, a pot of burnt peas and rice on
your stove and your car tire flat in your
front yard all on the same day.
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4. For people who don’t believe in
foolishness, it simply means something
has been repaired.

Flammin’ (pretending verb)
1. Someone pretending to have money but
in reality they dead broke.
2. Someone pretending to be connected to
connected people but who is really not
connected to any connected people who
can connect them to the right connected
people.
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Flit (kill cockroach noun)
1. Flit means bug spray.
2. Flit is the most necessary thing you will
need to have in the Bahamas next to ferl.
3. Flit kills cockroaches, ants, centipedes,
dem big dog flies dat gat ya runnin’ down
the street, mosquitoes, small mammals
and your sense of smell if you spray too
much round ya head.
4. What dem old drunken people, who
would drink just about anything, would
drink if it smelled like RUM.

Fresh (wait to grow up verb)
1. Acting older than you are and not in a
good way.
2. Can’t wait to grow up but you should
because you don’t even wash your own
clothes or pay any bills in this house yet,
so stop being fresh child!
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Frowsy (smell old adjective)
1. Frowsy is when something smells
old like dinosaur old, like mold growing
in a rainforest old, like a hundred old
people in the old folks room in the
geriatrics ward in the hospital old, like
shut up in a dark room until bacteria
grow old, like blue cheese in your shoe
old, like old wig what been under the
bed old, like before they had indoor
plumbing and people used the
chamber pot under the bed old, like 50
cigarettes smoked in an hour in a
closed room old, like feet odour that
could kill an elephant old, like someone
wearing a wool jacket in the middle of
July in Nassau old, like forget perfume
and ain’t bathe today old, like ain’t
wash them pajamas since you buy
them old, like rat dead under your bed
from last year old, like wearing old
underpants that ain’t wash old, like
them old layers of petticoats from 1855
old, like I can’t get this smell

out my head old….
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Try call me frowsy. Boy
I’ll knock all the taste
out your mouth…
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Fruits and Vegetables (tings we use
to grow plenty of, but now since dey
cuttin’ down all the trees to make
way for dat economic globalization
ting and ting, we ain’t get plenty like
it was in great grammy day no more
now, noun)
Guinep - Melicoccus
bijugatus, also known
as Spanish lime is a
fruit-bearing tree in
the soapberry family
Sapindaceae.

Hog Plum is a
small, yellow eggshaped tropical fruit
when ripe. It is also
called Yellow
Mombin.
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1. It is a species Spondias mombin, an
ornamental purplish green flowered tree,
of the cashew family (Anacardiaceae).
2. The Hog Plum and several other
species of the genus Spondias are grown
for their sweetish fruits call ciruela. There
is a large stone in each fruit so you have
to chew it good with your teeth and be
careful not to swallow the stone seed for
goodness sake.
3. Believe it or not, the Hog Plum and the
leaves from the tree are now being studied
for its medical purposes to help treat
diseases.
If yinna don’t believe me, look up dis here
medical study on the internet. It’s called
“Hypoglycaemic and amylase inhibitory
activities of leaves of spondias mombin”. It
was published in the 2009 issue of the
African Journal of Medicine and Medicinal
Sciences.

Scarlet Plum
another
species of the
mombin family
grown in the
Bahamas.
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1. Scarlet plum or Spondias purpurea is a
species of flowering plant in
the cashew family, Anacardiaceae,
characterized by the large stone like seed
in the middle that takes up most of fruit.
2. Other common names around the world
are Red Mombin, Purple Mombin, Hog
Plum, Sineguela, and Siriguela.

Tamarind is
a leguminous
tree in the
family
Fabaceae
and is native
to the tropical
areas of
Africa. The
category
Tamarindus is a monotypic taxon, which
means it only has a single species, you
ain’t gone find nothing else coming from it.
It exclusive like me who writin’ dis
dictionary.
1. The tamarind tree produces an edible,
pod-like fruit.
2. We use to grow plenty plenty tamarind
trees all over the place. You use to find
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dem all in people yard and trees on the
side of the road, but the Bahamas gone
big time now and nobody wants to be
farmer anymore. So I see we does now
import boxes of tamarind from way over in
Asia and increasing dis here carbon
footprint across the sky to bring in one old
box of tamarind from places we could
hardly spell. ‘Suck Teet’

Other stuff that grow up from our
Bahamian ground are….
Watermelon,
cassava,

pineapple,

avocado,

yam,

breadfruit,
cherries,

oranges, limes, grapefruit, lemon, sour
orange, peas, sweet potato, plenty people
say they get star fruit in their yard - I
ain’t never seen none so bring me some,
papaya, plenty of dem old hard coconut,
dem little bananas, plantain, tomatoes,
onion, okra, cabbage, coco- plum, sea
grape and plenty other tings my old head
can’t remember just now…
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Coco plum or
Chrysobalanus
icaco is also known
as Paradise Plum
and Icaco in other
parts of the world. It
is found near sea
beaches and inland
throughout the
tropical Americas
and the Caribbean,
including Cuba, southern Florida, and the
Bahamas.

Sea grape or coccoloba uvifera is a
species of flowering plant in the
buckwheat family,
Polygonaceae. In
late summer it
produces green
fruit, about 2 cm
(0.79 in) round, in
large grape-like
clusters hence the
name sea grape.
The fruit is green
and ripens to a
purplish color. Each tiny fruit has a large
pit or seed in it.
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Stop! So are you trying to say, in not so many
words that the linguistic skills of the indigenous
Bahamian contains anthropological evidence of a
societal link that spans both Europe, Africa, the
southern coast of the United States from Florida to
South Carolina and the southern Caribbean, which
combined into a superlative unique dialectal pidgin
that evolved into a creole.

The educated Bahamian brother,
with the high IQ, who just come
back from school in England.
He now speaks perfect English
from England.
Will start speaking fluent
Bahamian as soon as conch
salad, Kalik beer and this chick
crosses his path.
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Bah amian Female
(genus name:
takeyourmanrightfromunderyournose)
Nat ural Habitat:
Hangs out everywhere a
wife isn’t
Foo ds: Anything cheap
at first but tastes
gets progressively
expensive

The	
  Bahamian	
  man	
  has	
  no	
  
natural	
  defenses	
  against	
  a	
  
pretty	
  girl	
  in	
  short	
  shorts.	
  
None!	
  
A	
  pretty	
  woman	
  is	
  like	
  a	
  
typhoon	
  to	
  the	
  Bahamian	
  
man,	
  he	
  can’t	
  see	
  it	
  coming,	
  
he	
  can	
  only	
  see	
  the	
  damage	
  
after	
  it	
  leaves.	
  
	
  
Bahamian	
  men	
  have	
  lost	
  wife,	
  
house,	
  car,	
  their	
  mind,	
  their	
  
job,	
  their	
  friends,	
  their	
  seat	
  in	
  
parliament,	
  their	
  shoes,	
  their	
  
socks	
  ,	
  their	
  business	
  and	
  all	
  
their	
  money	
  over	
  woman...	
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Foot (ain’t rise too good cake noun)
1. Foot is polite Bahamianese for dem
food people so happy to give you, which
they made with their own two loving
hands. But it looks like and tastes like how
your old bunion hard heel foot would after
three days in your socks.
2. When someone’s food is hard and
rubbery and you just can’t eat it, you say it
tastes like foot.
3. Be careful eating food other people
cook because people does try disguise
‘foot’ with chocolate icing or with some
sauce but once you bite into it, you know
you eatin’ old foot.
4. Some of that food you buy from all dem
dere cook-out, but then you get home and
realize you miss and buy some of that
‘foot’. That’s
when you
wish you had
bought
numbers with
that money.
Don’t mind
them
lookin’
good, they
taste like
FOOT
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Fowl boongie lip (stop sticking out
your mouth noun or adjective)

1. You know those people whose mouths
are always stick off for something. Think
most of the women on those real
housewives shows. Well you call those
kinds of lips, fowl boongie lips, because it
looks like, what a chicken boongie would
look like, if you could see it.
2. Fowl boongie lip is also what plenty of
stars go to the plastic surgeon to get. They
pay top dollar to get silicone fowl boongie
lips.
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Funny (not laughing adjective)
1. Gay man who might put on makeup
better than woman or a gay woman who
might look like man.
2. Old fashioned term.
3. Everyone got rights and tings equal
now, so y’all watch yinna mouth if you
calling people funny adjective or see you
in ‘I suing you for all your money and ya
five pairs of shoes court’.

-GGal (who taking over the world
noun)
1. Means girl. Young girl or old girl or
picking up her pension girl. All women, no
matter how old, love to be called girl.
2. Hopefully a pretty girl with all her own
teeth.

Galavantin’ (carry your boongie
home verb)
1. Carrying your backside and being
everywhere it and you shouldn’t be.
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2. Going out when you should be at home.
3. Bahamian time, five hours late from a
fifteen minute errand.
4. Can be used to refer to children playing
outside when they should be doing
homework.
5. Can be used to refer to husbands who
are playing in someone else’s house when
they should be home helping with
homework.
6. Can be used to refer to women who are
playing up in their friend’s business when
they should be home minding their own
business.

Gapseed (listening too much verb)
1. Gapseed is gossip in action. This is
when gossip is flying from someone’s
mouth into someone else’s ear.
2. Listening to
gapseed is the
process of trying to
put your big head
where it shouldn’t be
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in order to hear gapseed.
3. Trying to listen to gapseed usually ends
up with you spreading gapseed.
4. Spreading gapseed usually ends up
with you getting told to mind your own
business.

Gimme (mine now verb)
1. Bahamianese for Give Me.
2. Gimme is an important word in
Bahamian culture because it cuts right to
the point without having to pause between
words to get what you want from stingy
mean people, your cheap boyfriend or
your Member of Parliament.
Example ‘Gimme my tings now bey I een
come here to wait’ or Prime Minister
gimme sumtin’ I done vote for you.

Grabalicious (erryting you see you
want adjective)
1. A word used to describe a greedy
person that wants everything they see and
more.
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2. Someone who goes in the kitchen and
eats out of the pot because they so
grabalicious.
3. Six gold chains, five gold rings and
three gold teeth worn all at the same time.

Georgie bundle (take all your crap
and get the heck out noun)
1. Everything you own.
2. All ya old shoes, socks, old tear up
underpants, old break up TV, old rusty
door car and everything I ever bought you
when you was broke and had no money.
3. Everything that gets thrown out in the
yard when a relationship ends.

Green (take advantage adjective)
1. Stupid.
2. Inexperienced.
3. Easily taken advantage of, so stay
home in ya ma house and go read one
book before life chews you up and spits
you out.
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Gritsy Teeth (forgot something
adjective)
1. The result of forgetting to brush your
teeth in
the morning or for the past five years.
2. Can be very embarrassing if someone
notices so best to duck behind something
and use your finger for a quick scrub.

ritsy
g
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ot n ’ clean
g
t
’
ain y teet
I
m
…
See cause d…
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teet
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Guvmint Corporations dem
Bahamas Water Corp aka Boil Yinna
Water Corp
Now don’t be callin’ my name and I ain’t
saying you gone find none of them Loch
Ness sea monsters comin’ out the tap
water, but boil yinna water before drinkin’
it. I does hear dem people who skin done
turn green and the ones who does glow in
the dark say that. Now don’t go callin’ my
name, cause you ain’t hear that from me.
Das why dem hoytie toytie Bahamians
don’t drink the tap water, they does buy
that so called natural spring water what
really come from in the back of one old
white man yard.
I hear one Conchy
Joe from Andros
does pump it up from
a secret place next to
his outhouse after
midnight when
everyone done
gone to sleep.
Then he does
sell it like it from
Switzerland.
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BEC aka Bring Enough Candles
Corp
Now I am not saying the
electricity supply isn’t
reliable in the Bahamas,
all I am saying is ‘bring
enough candles’. Bring
some to church, bring
some to the club, bring
some to people house,
cause some people
cheap and don’t want to
lend you none. Just bring
them because if so much as one tear fall
from god eye, the light goin’ off.
My light been off from that hurricane three
years ago and it ain’t come on yet.

BTC – Bills Too High
Corp
Chile see I don’t know who
own the phone company now
but man my bills too high. Five
minutes of calls cost me $30. I
ain’t callin’ Russia, I
phoning my gal round the
corner. Now either the
government gone get back that
controlling interest so I could
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slack off from paying my bill or I gatta get
me one of them flying rat to send my
messages to ma sweetheart.

Guava duff (nobody makes it as
good as Grammy noun)
1. Sweet Bahamian traditional desert
made from guavas.
2. Can hardly find it now ‘cause plenty
guava trees been cut down on the islands.
3. Old recipes say to boil the duff in an old
pillow case but, that's what it used to taste
like, one old frowsy pillow case.
4. Newer recipes have it lighter and even
a little cake like – das what I like.
5. The sauce that is poured over the
guava duff needs plenty of rum, that make
it taste real real good.

Gun casin’ (like your macaroni and
fried chicken too much adjective)
1. Large thighs on a woman and
sometimes on a man, but mostly on a
woman.
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2. When your big fat boongie has dropped
down to your upper thighs. Might look
good when you are twenty but when you
are fifty - lawd watch out.
3. When the width of your thighs exceeds
that of our hips, waist, arms and head
combined.
4. The state of having to buy one to seven
sized larger pants than your top.
5. What Bahamian men like because it
reminds them of the comforter they use to
suck when they were a baby… ‘rubbery’.

Gussiemae (what Bahamian men
like noun)
1. A well-proportioned woman. Oh heck, I
just gone come out and say it, a big fat
woman.
2. A big fat woman but she look good. She
look real good, like a Bahamas Next Top
Model good, like take her home to meet
your mother good and walk her down the
aisle good.
4. Bahamian mans dem don’t like skinny
woman too much, cause some of them
look like chopsticks.
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Denzel…
Will…
LeBron…
Call me
honey !!

Watch your man ladies!...
Gussiemae in town and
she dead sexy
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Guvmint (give me some thing if you
want my vote noun)
1. Bahamianese for government.
2. Bahamians expect guvmint to govern,
make laws, enforce laws, create jobs, give
jobs, get more jobs, plait their hair, create
opportunities, bring in investment, brush
their teeth, don’t bug them with tax, make
straight crooked and crooked straight,
make electricity free, make water one cent
per 100,000 gallons, turn rain into gold,
give them gold, bring sunshine, raise the
dead, put the dead back in the ground,
make mangoes grow from apple trees,
make everyone happy happy happy every
minute of the day no matter what.

-HHail (nice to see you verb)
1. To say hello to someone.
2. To visit someone, even though they
don’t want to see you with ya dribbly
mouth.
3. To warmly greet someone.
Example: I goin’ to hail auntie to see if I
could borrow one $5 and a pot to cook
these grits in.
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Hice up (adjective) (adverb) I think
1. Something up
higher than it
should normally
be.
Example ‘Her skirt
hice right up in her
boongie’.
or
‘Hice up da car so
I could change dis
tyre’. or
‘Your attitude hice
up too high, you
libel to get beat
up’.

High (need to bathe adjective)
1. High is used to describe when someone
smells bad.
2. Describes that underarm and unwashed
body smell that makes your eyes water
and your nose hair want to curl up and die.
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It ain’t
me ma
bruddah I
swear !!!

l Bad
l
e
m
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High
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Hog (greedy noun)
Hoggish (greedier adjective)
Hogging (gone too far adverb)
1. A person who just doesn’t know when
to stop or when what they are doing is
negatively impacting on the life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness of others.
2. A person who eats until his or her belly
is ready to burst.
3. A bossman who is making trillions but
paying yinna coconuts.
4. Someone who takes up two parking
spaces for one car.
5. Someone who pushes past the little old
lady in the line.
6. The person that rushes to eat up all
their food when they see you comin’, so
they don’t have to share.
7. Someone who doesn’t keep their
property and surroundings clean and
throws litter out of their cars…. Ultimate
hog…
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Horse hair (expensive noun)
1. Hair used for weaving, plaiting, twisting
or braiding.
2. When too long or too much, Bahamians
jokingly say it resembles a horse's tail,
hence the term horse hair.
3. Showing up with long hair on Monday,
when your hair was short and pickyhead
Lawd… I
gone dead
underneath
all this horse
hair... It so
hot…

on Friday.

Helvetica – Real Housewife of Lyford Cay but
formerly from an old clapboard house in Bain
Town. Lucky enough to marry one old rich man
who owns a horse hair factory in China.

-I-
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Ise (only the lawd one knows
pronoun)
1. Pronounced ‘eyes’ Means ‘I am’ or ‘I is’.
Example: ‘Ise no fool’ or ‘You tink Ise
stupid’.

-JJack (buddy noun)
1. Used to describe a good friend or a
buddy.
2. Someone to hang out with and pal
around with.
3. Used when ya real friends ain’t around
and you don’t feel like going out by
yourself.

Jam up (claustrophobic expression)
1. Jam up is when too many people and
too many people underarm and too many
people mouth are in one place.
Claustrophobia of the worst kind because
you can’t leave for whatever reason, like
you are paying your electricity bill or you
really want to see the movie.
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2. When too many people are on the same
line you are on but they are all standing in
front of you.

Johnny cake (dry bread with butter
noun)
1. Every country has their own native
bread and Johnny cake is the native bread
of the Bahamas.
2. Unleavened bread.
3. It tastes something like British scones.
4. Bahamian folklore says when your wife
kicks you out of the house, she might give
you a piece of Johnny cake to put in your
georgie bundle. Now carry your
backside…

Johnny cum lately (noun) (adjective)
1. The last one in the group but thinks he
or she knows everything.
2. People who have just gotten one little
job but think they know everything better
than those old heads that have been
working there 20 years. To be fair, they
might have a point cause old head, head
old, they don’t know erryting.
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3. Behaviour exhibited frequently by those
who just get their foot in the door but are
all up in and kickin’ up dust in other
people’s politics. I ain’t callin’ no name but
chile dees people...

Jonser (stop it noun)
1. A ‘baser’ who needs drugs very badly
and will do anything for it, up to and
including but not limited to, willingly
washing your car with spit and their
underpants for $2 in pennies.
2. Someone who simply just wants
something very badly, not necessarily
drugs.
3. Someone can be a jonser for attention,
conch salad or crab soup with dough or
benne cake or mangoes or a really good
looking Bahamian man.

Jonsing (can’t control yourself
verb)
1. The act of a being a jonser.
2. The lack of self-control while still
wanting something being fully aware said
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something will make you fat (food, man,
woman), broke (food, man, woman) or
crazy as hell (food, man, woman).

Jook (five years in prison verb)
1. The act of stabbing or poking someone
or intending to stab or poke.
2. Careful note must be made that in
intending to or actually jooking someone,
you could get jook back.
3. Jook is useful when diving for conch,
fish or crawfish and you need to spear
your dinner.

Jook Jook (clapboard noun)
1. Small, break up looking; ready to fall
down if you blow on it too hard.
2. Dem little break up looking wooden
house that never blow down in a
hurricane, while your concrete mansion is
floating out to sea.
Example ‘Das my little jook jook house
round the corner’ or ‘He likin’ Poodtikea,
that jook jook girl round the corner.
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Juicin’ (not dat ting you does drink
verb)
1. Listen here, so everybody’s life was
going along just fine in the Bahamas, until
this video come out with some Nassau gal
getting one good cut ass from her older
sister. The gal tell her sister she get
kidnap by some dudes and that’s why she
was late getting home. The big sister
asked her why she looked so neat and
clean for a kidnap victim. Then all you
could hear was the big sister asking her if
she been out ‘juicin’… You couldn’t hear
much after that for the slaps and punches.
2. Juicin’ means doing the nasty deed
when you should be doing something
constructive like reading a good book or
feeding the poor in Calcutta.
3. Note to all them fresh gals who don’t
know getting kidnapped, but then being
dropped off outside your house fed,
bathed and with money in your pocket, is
the oldest story in the book. When you get
catch just coming out of man bed, before
you go home, roll round in the dirt a bit
and stick some old leaves in your hair. Oh
yeah, and hide your money in your shoe.
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JuJu (native fruit noun)
1. A small
round berry
about 3/4
inches in
diameter. The
fruit is green
and turns
yellow as it
ripens. Very
ripe Juju can
turn brown and
with a wrinkly
skin.

Jungaliss (out of order noun)
1. A woman who is extremely uncouth with
a big mouth and walks like a wrestler.
2. A woman who is ready to fight over
absolutely anything and nothing at any
time of the day.
3. A woman who wears extremely tight
clothes meant for someone either much
younger or much smaller than her.
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4. A woman with a pineapple or soursop
or any manner of fruit or vegetable
hairstyle on her head and was not
kidnapped but actually paid a hairdresser
to put it there.
5. A woman wearing 5 different brightly
coloured eye-shadow with names all
beginning with neon, as in neon blue,
neon pink and neon orange.
6. A woman with all of the above attributes
while dragging her four or five different
baby daddy children behind her.

Junkanoo (good time noun)
1. Annual Bahamian street carnival that
happens during Christmas and New Year.
2. A competition carnival among several
groups of participants with cash prizes
awarded for top groups.
3. Winner announcement and prize award
usually results in shouts of ‘they cheat’.
4. Starts around midnight to 2:00 a.m.
and runs all night through to the next
morning and sometimes later if there are
large numbers in the groups or many
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participant groups or because people just
don’t know when it’s time to go home.

-KKing (not the British kind noun)
1. The Bahamas is a testosterone fuelled
society, and the men in it are constantly
trying to find new ways to with which to
refer to themselves in every more loftier
ways.
2. King is a colloquial street term that
either precedes the happy exchange of
beer or the determined
infliction of punches
T
and blows.
NO THIS AIN’T KING
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Knuckles (go fish game but with
pain noun)
1. Bahamians like pepper in all their food
and pain in all their games. We dead
strange.
2. Simple card game Bahamians adapted
in order to break people hand and leave
them with early osteoarthritis at fourteen
years old.
3. You play the regular simple game of
‘Go Fish”, but whoever loses must take
the pain of getting multiple hits on the
knuckles of their balled up hand with the
entire deck of cards.
4. Game that promises the infliction of
arbitrary pain and loved by every bully, in
very house, in every school, on every
island.
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-LLong out (close ya mouth verb)
1. To stick your tongue out of your mouth
2. Usually accompanied by the phrases ‘I
told you so’or ‘Dis mine it ain’t yours’ or
‘Das good for you’.
3. Not just children long out their tongue,
you could see big people doing it as well,
who are trying to act like children.
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Lover (needs to sit his broke
backside down adjective)
1. A man with a lot of girlfriends or
sweethearts.
2. A man with lots of girlfriends and
sweethearts and is slick enough to get
them foolish girls to buy him all his
clothes, shoes and gold chains that he
wears with all his other women.
3. An ugly man who has lots of girlfriends
and sweethearts but gat one of dem silver
tongue woman like. He is always callin’
you baby, darling or sweetie on dem 5
hours phone calls.
4. The sweet talkin’ man who leaves you
standing there by yourself at the altar.

Low fence (too easy adjective)
1. Someone that is easy to take
advantage of.
2. Someone that you think is easy to take
advantage of, until their brother or uncle
comes to kick your backside.
3. Grown person but young in the head.
Grown, but still naïve to the ways of the
world.
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Yeah baby,
don’t forget
your wallet
when you
pick me up.
Ain’t no
grits tonight,
it’s crawfish
time.

Lover who needs to go sit his
broke backside and 1980’s
hair down
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-MMammie (old time noun)
1. An old fashioned way of saying mother.

Mango (taste good fruit noun)
1. A fleshy sweet fruit with a large single
seed in the middle.
2. Best eaten in abundance and until your
stomach is so full you can hardly walk.
3. Mangoes are round and yellow or
reddish yellow or sometimes green skin
but can still be ripe enough to eat.
4. Summer fruit grown native to the
islands.

Mangra Skin (could wrinkle quick
sometimes adjective)
1. Light skinned black person either from
your ma and pa genes or from bleaching
cream.
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Missan (didn’t really mean to
expression)
1. Doing something you didn’t intend on
doing.
2. By accident.
3. Happening because you were being
stupid.
4. English translation ‘missed and’.
Example ‘I missan get dat gal pregnant’ or
‘I missan get catch tiefin’.

Mout (another mispronounced
noun)
1. Means mouth.
2. Sometimes means:Spitty mouth – Spitting while you are
talking.
Dribbly mouth – Talk too much people
business when you are talking.
Stink mouth – Breath stink or just talkin’
sh!t while you are talking.
Big lip mouth – People with those big big
lip that look like a fat butterfly talking.
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Muck a Muck (big time adjective)
1. A muck a muck is a top dog or a big
cheese or the guy who could get your
electricity turned back on after it is
disconnected because you didn’t pay your
bill.
2. Women like a muck a muck because
they buy all the drinks and dinner too, that
is if he remembered to pay his last credit
card bill.
3. A Muck a muck sometimes end up
broke a broke from trying to play big time
all the time.

Mudda (slap ya in your friggin’
mouth noun)
1. Look here fools, someone had to push
yinna big head out into this world, so have
some respect and say ‘MOTHER’.

Mudda sick (interjection)
1. An expression used to show sheer
amazement or an exclamation of
admiration.
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2. One could just say ‘wow’ but that is not
Bahamianese and really too easy.
3. When combined with the word ‘dred’ to
become ‘mudda sick dred’, it takes on
another flavour entirely as it is alerting
someone, usually another man, to look at
or observe something amazing like a big
boongie walking down the street.

Muddos (interjection)
1. Another expression unique to the
Bahamas because, to be brutally honest,
no one outside of the country would be
caught dead saying it anywhere else.
2. Muddos is used after seeing or
experiencing something that you just can’t
believe you are seeing or feeling.
3. It expresses doubt or disbelief or just
nothing really as it is also used as just a
filler in a sentence.
Examples ‘Well muddos, Mario stopped
tiefin and got a job’ or ‘Muddos it hot’.
Instead of just saying ‘it hot’, a Bahamian
adds the word muddos to stretch the
sentence to an acceptable three words.
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Well MUDDOS
man… These gals
tink I’m that
Facebook guy.
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Muncho (hot, sexy man adjective)
1. Muncho is the Bahamian pronunciation
of the word ‘macho’.
2. Macho, of course means a manly man.
Muncho, the Bahamian version of the
manly man, needs to have some important
things.

THICK
NECK

THICK
WALLET

THICK
MUSC LE
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Murrdah ( all dem foreign guns )
1. Man look here, the murrdah rate in
Nassau is like in the days when Homo
Sapien had to fight Neanderthal for world
dominance. But instead of prehistoric man
fighting over the last wooly mammoth for
dinner, in Nassau you get some damn
ugly fellas, fighting another set of damn
ugly fellas over drugs, gals and who is the
most least illiterate.
2. The islands flooded with illegal guns
from across the water. They does be
coming in on those fancy yachts and
fishing boats that be pretending to be
innocent but instead are bringing dem old
illegal tings onto our nice islands.
3. If you are reading this and you is one of
these fake yachts and fake boats bringing
in stuff to the Bahamas what you ain’t
suppose to, come close and let me
whisper in your old waxy ear….
“CARRY YOUR BACKSIDE BACK

WHERE YOU COME FROM!”
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Mussee ( I guess verb )
1. Bahamian speak for the English words
‘must be’.
2. Commonly used verb that implies the
imperative action of a direct consequence
of not paying attention in school.
Example: ‘You musse crazy’ or ‘I mussee
crazy for likin’ you’ or ‘You mussee don’t
know who I is’

-NNassau (the seat of power proper
noun)
1. Capital city of the Bahamas located on
the island of New Providence.

Nerve (irritating noun)
1. Your nerve is that invisible thing inside
you that is always irritating your mind and
ready to explode out of your mouth.
2. Your nerve is often exhibited:122

• When sitting in traffic on a hot day
and your car air-conditioning isn’t
working.
• Your boss gives you work to do, but
he can’t see you are busy on the
phone gossiping about somebody.
• Your big belly husband has eaten
the last piece of macaroni but left
the plate for you to wash.
• You get to church and see big
boongie Bertha, who you can’t
stand cause she thinks she is big
ting now cause she knows the
pastor’s wife, is sitting in your
favourite seat.
• You come home to find your wife’s
brother, mother, sister, aunty,
cousin and outside sister sitting
down eating up all your food and
sucking up your cool air.
3. Your nerve often makes you want to tell
someone to go fly a kite, preferably off a
long cliff.
4. Trying to contain your nerve for the
Bahamian is hard because it means trying
to control what comes out of your mouth.
Bahamians was never too good at that
thing.
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Nosey (mind your own business
adjective)
1. Bahamians love
to call you nosey if
you are putting
your big nose in
their business.
2. A nosey person
just can’t mind their
own business; they
must mind yours as
well.
3. A nosey person is useful, if you can put
their nose in someone else’s direction and
bring them to you when you want to hear
some gapseed.

Numbers (what you dream last night
noun)
1. Numbers was once illegal gambling in
the Bahamas. If you was buyin’ ya
number and the police come, you had to
run fast ma bruddah… But now, as of
2104, Bahamians could lose their money
betting on black 6 and red 18 just like dem
foreigners can.
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2. Long time ago, the powers that was
back then decided only tourists could
gamble legally in the Bahamas.

3. Bahamians came up with their own jook
jook form of gambling called Numbers.
4. Bahamians like to ask people what they
had dreamt about the night before and
then use a dream book to interpret those
dreams to see what numbers they
represent. It’s not the Pythagoras
Theorem or the DaVinci Code, but it’s all
we gat. Example Black snake means 12
and green snake means 4 and black
pigeon means 52 and white pigeon means
you seein’ tings and cow means 3 and fish
means 69 and toe stuck in the tree means
call someone with an axe.
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5. If your number fall that means your
number was picked, so you get couple
dollars depending on how much you bet.
6. The PLP government legalized
webshop gambling in 2014. They catch all
kinds of hell from the Christian right, the
Christian left, the Christian up and the
Christian down. People thought that they
was going to have to rename Nassau
something like Sodom and Gomorrah or
the Tower of Babel.
7. After Numbers was made legal and god
didn’t strike the prime minister and his
cabinet down with lightening like the
preachers was praying for, Bahamians
went back to their regularly scheduled
program of talking about how hot it is.
8. Some people still say they want a
Bahamian lottery and want Bahamians to
gamble in the casinos along side
foreigners dem. But plenty people say wait
until Bahamians learn how to use knife
and fork before we take such far-reaching
steps.
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-OObeah (witchy noun)
1. A form of witchcraft that harkens back
to the days of slavery and has its roots in
African folklore.
2. Obeah was used to put a spell on the
massa, the oppressor, until the massa
found out and beat everybody ass, cause
he did give you dem chicken foot to eat,
not to make spells.
3. Obeah is used by some even to this
today to put a spell on which ever political
party they don’t like or on the woman who
is trying to take her boyfriend or husband
or on the boss that won’t give you a
promotion.
4. Long ago dem missionaries from
Europe tried to drive out Obeah from the
islands, but honey chile old habits die
hard.
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Old Head (been round long time
adjective)
1. An old person with more snow on their
head than them mountains in Switzerland.
2. Someone who has been working or
hanging around the same place for a long
time, like since horse and carriage was the
newest form of transportation.
3. Someone with plenty of gray hair on
their head and hopefully wiser and not
stupider for it.

Outside (been doing things you
shouldn’t preposition)
1. Means not inside. Way way, far from
inside.
2. Used in reference to children born
outside of marriage to someone who have
children born inside cause they still
married to someone else.
3. Outside is so outside that you don’t
know outside exists until the lawyer reads
the will giving half your husband’s fortune
to outside. Resist the urge to dig up ya old
dead mister from his grave to cuss him
out. He done had his fun and he can’t hear
you no how.
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-PParliament House Rawson Square
(big decisions place)
1. Parliament House is where Members of
Parliament (MP) meet to discuss the
business of running our beautiful country.
2. The parliament is formally made up by
the Queen of England who is represented
by the Governor General; there is an
appointed Senate and an elected House
of Assembly.
3. Parliament sits in Rawson Square on
Bay Street in the nation’s capital Nassau.
4. Bahamian Parliament is based on the
British Westminster system of
government.
5. When the MP’s are finished throwing all
those verbal debates and arguments at
each other, they all go and sit down for a
nice lunch together as friends. But before
they eat, each side gat their own expert
food taster to sample the stuff first. They
gatta make sure nobody spit in it. ‘Cause
chile you can’t take nuttin’ for granted
these days, people crazy….
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Parliament House is the beautiful pink building
that sits in Rawson Square on Bay Street, Nassau.
There is a large statue of Queen Victoria and two
colonial style canons on either side guard the front
to make sure none of y’all fools go touchin’
people tings.
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Parliamentary System, Unitary State
and Constitutional Monarchy (big
words we pronounce properly when
we feel like it proper noun)
1. Means we have a Prime Minister and
plenty Members of Parliament and a
Governor General but no Presidents or
Tribal Leaders or Army Generals running
our country.
2. The Governor General represents the
Queen of England in our land because
she can't be here all the time. But, every
once in a while, she will send one of those
handsome royal princes to visit us, to see
how we are getting on.

Picky head (hard to comb adjective)
1. Picky head means if Columbus didn’t
kill off all the native Arawaks he found
when he discovered our islands, we could
have had some of that long black hair.
2. Picky head is Bahamianese for Black
people’s hair in its natural state without
wig, perm, jherri curl, weave, twists,
shingle, Indian hair, Brazilian hair,
Chinese hair or horse hair.
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Pie (better have job and money for
noun)
1. A pretty girl who is looking for a pretty
guy but will take an ugly guy with a good
job.

Pindling (shortened proper noun)
1. Some Bahamians refer to the country’s
first Prime Minister as Pindling. His name
was Sir Lynden Oscar Pindling.
2. Sir Lynden is considered to be the
‘Father of the Nation’ and was the first
Prime Minister of an independent
Bahamas. He led the country to majority
rule in January 10, 1967 and proud
independence on July 10, 1973.
3. Sir Lynden attend King's College
London (1948–1952) earning an LLB
degree and went on to become a lawyer.
4. Sir Lynden Pindling was born March 22,
1930 and died in the year 2000.
6. Sir Lynden’s likeness is on the
Bahamas $1 bill.
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Sir Lynden Pindling, Father of the Nation
and first Prime Minister of the Bahamas.
His likeness is on the B$1 bill.
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Pockin’ (ball game designed to
inflict injury and humiliation verb)
1. How to play pockin’ – (1) Invite the
smallest and weakest of your friends over
to play (2) Get a tennis ball and put your
totally unsuspecting friends in a circle (3)
Throw the ball as hard and as fast as your
little mean hand can manage. (4) The
squeal of instant pain from your friends
indicates that you are playing the game
correctly (5) Quickly get the ball from
wherever it lands so that you are not on
the receiving end of the pain this game
inflicts (6) Aim for arm, back, legs and
chest (7) A head shot scores the most
points.
2. Sadistic game played for decades by
thousands of unsuspecting Bahamian
children who did not realize that assault
and battery were indictable offences in
criminal law.
3. Game dominated by every bully, in
every school, on every island.
4. Weighing the ball with rocks is strictly
forbidden, unless your daddy is a
government minister, the commissioner of
police or an expat Lyford Cay resident.
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Political party (never agree on
anything noun)
1. The Bahamas has two major political
parties.
The PLP Progressive Liberal Party
The FNM Free National Movement
2. The political parties go to Parliament
and argue over what needs fixing and
what needs changing. They sort out
political ‘ting and ting’ like building stuff,
firing dem lazy set, buyin’ people fridge
and bringing development and investment
for all our beautiful islands.
3. They take plenty of verbal punches and
people callin’ dem tief and tellin’ dem dey
lyin’ but their skin is thick so they can take
it.
4. It is said that the day the PLP and the
FNM agree on something, look for those
old extinct dinosaurs to be marching down
Bay Street.

5. Political party debates have caused
friendship break ups, divorces, getting
cursed out in the street, fights, family
members not being invited to weddings
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and funerals, children being disinherited,
people who never met in their life cussing
each other out on Facebook, emergency
admittances to the crazy house, losing
your job and three or more of your senses.

FNM

PLP
Speaker of the
House acts as the
referee
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Politics (different thinking noun)
1. Politics is not a uniquely Bahamianese
word but the way it is thought of in the
Bahamas is unique.
2. Politics, and the two main political
parties, the PLP and FNM, dominate the
imagination and daily thinking of the
average person in the Bahamas - so
choose your poison.
3. Politics in the Bahamas is understood to
control the moon, the tides and the earth
revolving around the sun and therefore is
responsible and blamed for everything.
4. Politics is blamed for, if the sun ain’t
shining, it’s politics, if your dog died, it’s
politics, if your cat had three kittens
instead of four, it’s politics, if you got laid
off, it’s politics, if you got rehired, it’s
politics, if your child didn’t get to school on
time, it’s politics, if your husband is going
bald, it’s politics fault, if your foot is
hurting, some political party is responsible,
if your cake didn’t rise, politics did it in, if
old uncle died, politics killed him, if your
child is as dumb as a brick, it’s politics
fault, if your child is smarter than Einstein,
it’s politics fault, if you are dying, its
politics fault, if you are living, well…
politics.
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Potcake (only love me when you
need me noun)
1. Street dog commonly seen roaming the
roads in search of old bones or a tin can to
eat for dinner.
2. Street dog that lots of Bahamians have
to guard their houses. Potcake is mostly
seen tied
up with an old piece of rope to a big rock
or a tree in someone’s yard. They always

Man look here... I
been chewing on
this bone since
the last
election… Feed
me bruddah!!!
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look like they dying for a drink of cool
water.
3. A person that acts like a street dog, no
pedigree and no class.
4. That burn up part at the bottom of the
pot when you makin’ Bahamian peas and
rice. It taste good but the grease ain’t
good for dat there cholesterol.

Purge (here, take some of this verb)
1. The process of expressing one’s anger
or rage.
2. Telling someone about their backside.
3. Telling someone they actin’ cute or you
know where their car was seen last night.
4. Telling someone about where they
came from and not in a good way.
5. The act which precipitates fights, bottles
smashing, hair pulling, and good food
getting thrown all over of the place.
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-QQuarmin' (tink plenty of yourself
verb)
1. Showing off.
2. Full of yourself.
3. Could quarm, if ya gat something to
back it up. But if you only carrying marbles
in your pocket, best to shut up.

-RRake and Scrape (good music noun)
1. Origins in African music.
2. Bahamian music that comes in different
forms throughout the Caribbean.
3. Music using goatskin drums, guitar,
tambourine, maracas, a bent saw, a sharp
instrument used to rake across the saw
along with plenty of beer for the singers
and musicians to drink.
4. Will cause you to get up and dance and
dance and dance.
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5. Will cause you to have more fun than
you ever had before.

Reach (let the party start
expression)
1. Bahamianese meaning I have arrived.
2. Whatever is going on can start now
because, the person who thinks they are
the star, but is actually the fool for being
late, has finally arrived.
3. Example ‘I reach. We could get marry
now’.

Red (jealous cause I look good
adjective)
1. A word used to describe a light skinned
person or a mixed race person or
someone who used too much bleaching
cream and look like ghost.
2. There are many advantages to being
red, first of all you can wear pink lipstick,
second people could find you quick in the
dark, and third… third… um… that’s all I
gat.
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Resorts
Now the Bahamas is a major tourist
destination so it means we have plenty of
them resorts that cater to the rich and
famous who really gat serious money.
They are not like us Bahamians who go
broke trying to buy chewing gum.

ATLANTIS on Paradise Island is a world
class resort, with superior facilities and
amenities and all sorts of tings to make
you feel like you just fell into heaven.
ATLANTIS was the brain-child of Sol
Kerzner who transformed the island into a
playground paradise with casinos and a
fish tank bigger than some people
neighbourhood.

Baha Mar is the latest world class $3
Billion investment resort in Cable Beach. It
is designed to cater for all y’all internet
billionaires and hip hop trillionaires and old
money trust fund hoytie toyties. I hear their
fish tank gone be bigger than the whole of
Brazil. Baha Mar got all that Chinese
manufacturing kind of money, so you
know they are coming big, big. You might
see all kind of exotic things running there
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when they open. I hear they gonna have
real giraffes as bellman.

Rockwilder (one next mangled up
mispronounced word noun)
1. A rockwilder is the name of a popular
breed of dog after Bahamians are finished
trying to pronounce it.
2. Can also refer to a man with big dog
qualities…. “He hot like a rockwilder”

Look here
man,
I is one a
dem expat
rottweiller
from
Germany,
not
rockwilder.
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-SSapodila
(native fruit
noun)
1. Manilkara
zapota, is known
in the Bahamas
as the sapodilla.
When ripe, the
fruit becomes
soft and juicy
with a brown
skin. The flesh might be yellow, reddish
brown, or dark brown with smooth or
grainy textures. Though some fruits may
be seedless, they typically contain three to
ten hard black seeds in the center. The
fruit is very sweet and delicious.
The sap or gum from the tree is also a
source of 'chicle' the original ingredient
used to make chewing gum.
2. Getting’ so hard to find sweet sapodilla
these days cause people keep chopping
down all the trees to build road and house
and hotel…Look here, I can’t eat no
cement, so stop chopping down all we
good fruit trees… ‘suck teet’
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Schemin’ (yous a cheating so and so
verb)
1. Schemin’ is when you are out cheating
on your significant other or your most least
significant other or the easy piece you met
last week.
2. The person doing the scheming is
called a ‘schemer’.
3. The schemer is a low down dirty man
who needs to have ten different women on
speed dial at any given moment. If the
schemer is a woman, she is the
downtrodden person driven into the arms
of another man by her scheming boyfriend
or husband, if she lucky enough to have
one of her own in the Bahamas.
4. Scheming isn’t easy. Bahamian culture
dictates that successful scheming requires
years of schooling in lying by omission (I
forgot to tell you I was in that woman bed),
lying by creating the illusion of truth (I was
in her bed but only because she was
having a heart attack), lying by asking for
validation of the lie (Did you see me in that
bed, if you ain’t see me with your own eye,
I wasn’t there right?).
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Slam Bam (taste good when you
dead hungry noun)
1. Dry bread and one old piece of
sawchiss sandwich.
2. Can stick to the roof of your mouth
‘cause the bread dry like sand, but if you
have glass of ice cold switcher nearby,
you gone be fine.

Sawchiss (flat like alien spaceship
meat noun)
1. Bahamianese for hot dog sausage or
that flat sausage they say is 3/17 chicken,
5/45 cow, 4/50 sheep wool and 75/80
secret science process meat. Well, I don’t
know what kinda process it gone through,
but I hope before I eat it, the veterinarian
did done check it out.

Snatch up (what you shouldn’t be
doing verb)
1. The action of having your body in close
proximity to someone else’s for the
purpose of embracing, kissing,
canoodling, stroking, petting, hugging,
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cuddling, touching and overall getting into
trouble if under the age of 18.
Example ‘She was snatch up with one boy
and when her ma found out, she get one
good cut boongie’.

Solid (adjective) (adverb)
1. A word of multiple meanings many of
which are made up as we go along.
2. Expression used in conjuction with a
noun to describe approval.
Example Her boongie solid dred’
3. Expression used in conjunction with a
verb to express approval.
Example ‘Her boongie swinging solid dred’
4. Term of solidarity against oppression.
Example ‘I een no punk, butcha see dred,
solid I gatta go home and wash dem
dishes cause the wife she crazy’.
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Woman stop jumpin’
to conclusions. I was
kissing Bertha to help
find one of her false
teeth.
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Soursop is the fruit of the Annona muricata, a
broadleaf, flowering, evergreen tree. It has a long,
prickly, green fruit, which can have a mass of up to
15 lbs. It is native to Mexico, Cuba, Central
America, the Caribbean and the Bahamas.
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Souse (staple diet food noun)
1. Souse is a soup made from meat, fish
or seafood cooked in a seasoned broth.
Seasoned in the Bahamas means plenty
of salt, lime or lemon, whole peppercorns,
bay leaf and hot pepper with Grammy
stirring the pot.
2. Bahamians could souse an old leather
shoe if we put our mind to it. The trick is to
let it boil long enough. A week or two is
usually good time. This ain’t no fine
French cuisine here, this is stick to your
bones and keep your old backside alive
for a hundred years food.
Some things that we souse real good are:-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Souse
Souse
Souse
Souse
Souse
Souse
Souse

chicken
pig feet
sheep tongue
hot dog
conch
chicken gizzard
leather shoe… available

upon request. Call in advance
though in case chef needs his
shoes that day.
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Yinna bearl
me good now
‘cause I could
run fast

Chicken Souse Bahamian Style Just add one good squeeze of lime
and eat with piece of homemade
bread or Johnny Cake
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Bahamian Fish Stew
If yinna like that
French Bouillabaisse
or that New Orleans
gumbo, y’all gonna
like our Bahamian Fish Stew
First put 1/3 cup of oil in your pan, then
add your ¾ cup of flour, fry that to make
what dem professional chefs call a roux.
Get it nice and brown now but for
goodness sake don’t burn people food.
Throw in your little chopped up onions,
sweet pepper, put in a little piece of hot
chili pepper, like goat pepper or bird
pepper and add 2 tbsp of tomato paste.
Chop dem tings up small cause people
don’t want to eat no big piece a vegetable.
Stir dem tings round and let it cook for a
minute or so. Add in about six cups of
water so you could get a nice stew base
for your seafood. Let that stew good on
low heat so it don’t burn. Dis a good time
to add in your little salt and pepper to taste
and more pepper if your heart strong.
Now fry the fish of your choice. Don’t fry it
to death now cause you gonna add it to
the stew and it gone cook more in there.
Add in yinna shrimp or squid or even your
good crawfish or lobster meat. If you want
add clam and ting that is good too. Get
your nice bread and ENJOY.
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Sugar Apple The fruit is usually round
and slightly pine cone-like. The fruit’s flesh
is sweet, white to light yellow, and
resembles and tastes like custard. Sugarapple has a very distinct, sweet-smelling
fragrance and tastes good.
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Sweetie or Sweet girl (just
something nice expression)
1. Bahamian women would call another
woman or a young girl sweetie or sweet
girl.
2. A friendly term.
3. Bahamian men sometimes use these
terms as well.
4. When the word sweetie is used by
Bahamian men with a sweeter tongue, it
means he is trying to like you.

Switcher (taste good when it hot
noun)
1. Lemonade or limeade made in the back
yard while ya sittin’ on one big rock,
because somehow it just tastes better that
way.
2. Cut up some old lemons or limes,
squeeze it into one old clean mayonnaise
jar, get some sugar from the cupboard but
be careful not to spill any on the floor
cause a dem ant and roach. Add the
sugar, some water and some ice to taste.
Hide way back somewhere out of sight
and drink your things quietly, because you
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know people always try to beg you for
good things.

Scrap (one good slap in ya head
verb)
1. To fight or going to fight or wanting to
fight.

Scrapping (hurry up or you will miss
it verb)
1. Means hurry up and run see the fight
happening now but don’t forget your
camera phone so we could record it for
YouTube.
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Short of patience pants (get some
needle and thread adjective)
1. When someone’s trousers are too short
and look very stupid. This is a problem
with many men and women who must stop
trying to fit into pants they had when they
were 100 pounds lighter.

Sip Sip (noun) (verb)
1. To gossip discretely in the bathroom at
work, at your desk at work, in the coffee
room at work, at lunch during work,
outside before going into work, outside in
the parking lot after work, behind your
friend’s back, outside church, inside
church, outside the food store, etc.
2. Sip Sip is involved in more ‘I said’ ‘She
said’ arguments than any other
phenomenon on earth. Plenty wars were
started over Sip Sip.
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Sky Juice (yeah man! noun)
1. A mix of Gin and sweet coconut milk.
2. Got to be careful as Sky Juice sneaks
up on you. You might think because it is
sweet, it doesn’t pack a punch, but if you
find yourself out on the sea trying to row
without a boat, baby… you had too much
Sky Juice!

10%
Coconut
milk &
90% Gin
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Skylak, skylac or skylackin’ (need to
sit your backside down verb)
1. A term used to describe children
playing.
2. Good natured horseplay among adult
friends.
3. Doing something to get your butt kicked
the length of Nassau and back again.

Spirit agree (we cool so you could
shut up now expression)
1. Tired from arguing. You are agreeing
just to end the disagreement.
2. To get along well with someone.
3. You like someone and what they are
saying.

Spring-Chicken (act your age
adjective)
1. An old lady or an old man acting
younger then she or he actually is.
2. This don’t apply to Bahamians because
we feel you are never too old to look or act
foolish.
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I gotta get in shape for
the ladies at the club
tonight

Spring	
  Chicken	
  
Marvin…	
  
	
  
He	
  just	
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  go	
  and	
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  old	
  self	
  down	
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Spring Chicken Beverly…
Watch out fellas this cougar and her
belly will be in the club tonight
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Spry (get wet verb)
1. Spry means a light shower of rain. Or
lightly falling rain.
2. A good excuse to call in sick to work.

Stiff-toe gang (call the undertaker
noun)
1. You are dead, now go home, party
over.
2. Could be literal, as in actually dead, and
I need to press my black suit time.
3. Could be figurative, as in boring, as in
don’t invite them stiff-toe gang church
people to my party.

Steamin’ (cholesterol verb)
1. Steamin’ is a popular way of cooking in
the Bahamas.
2. Steamin’ involves chopping up your
vegetables and frying them in some oil
and tomato paste. It is used as a base for
cooking meat, peas and rice, chicken, fish
or any old meat you have left over in the
fridge.
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Suck Teet (common event verb)
1. Sucking one’s teeth is a favourite
pastime of the average Bahamian.
2. Sucking teet is the action of sucking air
through your closed mouth and clenched
teeth. This makes a noticeable and
unmistakable sound that indicates you
could care less about whatever is
bothering someone else.
3. This action is exhibited frequently so if it
is directed at you don’t take it personally
or do take it personally because I really
don’t care… ‘suck teet’ ‘suck teet’ ‘suck
teet’ ‘suck teet’

Swallow watermelon (as if adjective)
1. Means pregnant. Bahamians could just
say pregnant but there's no fun and
colourfulness in that. And besides,
watermelon taste good.

2. Some people only look like they
swallow watermelon but ain’t really
pregnant so be careful in
complimenting people on their
pregnancy.
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Sweetheart (sneaking around noun)
1. A woman that isn’t your wife or your
girlfriend but is sitting in your lap in a hotel
room.
2. A man that isn’t your boyfriend or
husband and you are sitting in their lap in
a hotel room.
3. A man that isn’t your boyfriend or
husband sitting in your lap in a hotel room.
4. A woman that isn’t your wife or girlfriend
but you are sitting in her lap in a hotel
room.

Sweethearting (get beat up if you
get caught verb)
1. The action of having a sweetheart.
2. Tends to lead to divorce, getting a pot
thrown at your head, having all your
clothes cut into forty-six irregular
rectangular shaped pieces, DNA testing,
front page picture in the newspaper,
chirren coming up out of nowhere, being
broke, getting wrinkles, getting divorced
again and having to move into a hotel
cause your wife or your husband throw
you out.
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-TTags (trying to impress people just
as broke as you noun)
1. 100 years from now, nobody alive is
going to believe that we were once fool
enough to walk around with the store price
tag hanging off our clothes in order to
impress people.
2. We is bunch of broke people, spending
their last few pennies on a pair of Jordan
tennis shoes or a Tommy Hilfiger shirt and
then leaving the tag on to show the height
of our sah-fist-ti-kate-ed-ness.
3. Price tags hanging off your clothes in
public are the ultimate status symbol if:You are in a gang.
People need you to sound out your name
so they can properly spell it.
You beat up those indebted to drug
dealers for a living.
You use curse words as nouns, verbs,
prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs,
adjectives and dangling participles.
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Terreckly (procrastinating adverb)
1. Means soon or almost soon or soon as I
get up or soon as I come home or soon as
you shut friggin’ up so I could think.
2. Terreckly can be anytime between one
minute, to the last time I see your pa that
was 20 years ago, when he said he was
coming home terreckly.

Tiefin’ (chop ya finger off verb)
1. Means the act of stealing or thieving.
2. Means get your hand chopped off if I
catch you so keep ya hands to yourself
fool.

Ting, tings, ting and ting, tingum (all
encompassing pronoun)
1. A ting to a Bahamian can be anything
from the whole universe to couple of
planets we can’t remember the names of,
to an African elephant, to a bag of potato
chips, to one big ugly cockroach running
across the floor.
2. Bahamians use ‘ting’ for erryting.
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3. Ting means thing or everything that you
can’t remember the name for, or never
knew the name of, or just don’t care to say
what the proper name for something is.
Example Bahamian tourist in France - ‘What dat
tingum is over there?’
Tour guide - ‘Oh, you mean the Eiffel
Tower’.
Bahamian tourist to Miami - ‘Gimme piece
of dat ting over there’.
Miami person who is really from Cuba ‘Oh you mean that slice of Cuban rum
cake’.

Tink (what sometimes gets left out
verb)
1. Bahamianese for Think.
2. What is missing from many discussions
and debates when people open their
mouths to talk politics, environment,
government, laws, foreign investment and
who dog dat is?
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Tote (taking tings verb)
1. In any common understanding of the
word, tote means to carry. In
Bahamianese, it acquires a new flavor and
usually means carrying something you’re
not supposed to.

Tote news (get in trouble for ya big
mouth verb)
1. Means to gossip about anything and
anybody. Someone toting news needs to
be handled very carefully because they
can tote news TO you (which is quite
wonderful because you know all the latest
gossip) but they can also tote news FROM
you (which is quite alarming because
everyone else knows all your business).
2. Caution: Many friendships have been
made and lost by toting news. Many a
good cut ass was made this way as well,
so yinna watch ya self.
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Touris’ (our bread and butter noun)
1. Touris’ is Bahamianese pronunciation
for ‘TOURIST’.
2. The Tourism industry is the bread and
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butter for we in the Bahamas. Tourism is
the number one business. Dem there
global number crunchers estimated we
had some 5.7 million tourists in 2012… Oh
heck, I just gone round that up to 6 million,
‘cause we big like that and I see the U.S.
rounding up all of their tings….
3. Look here… Bahamians love
tourists!!… We love ‘em. If it wasn’t for
tourists coming to our shores, from well
back in the 1920’s, all a we would have
been diving for conch shell and growin’
okra to sell in the market.
4. Look here Bahamas, when you see one
of them tourist… SMILE…. Make sure
smile big so they could see all ya back
teeth. Smile like you just found a $100 bill,
no $200 dollars… Smile like you just found
one cure for a disease because you will be
looking at the cure for poverty right there
walkin’ down our street, Mr. and Mrs.
Tourist with their tourist dollars.
5. Dear Tourist, keep coming to our
Bahamas and remember you are always
welcome on our here shores.
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True-True (friendly expression)
1. I agree with you even if you are talking
utter, total and complete foolishness.
2. Used to escape from political debates,
religious debates and questions about
where you've been the night before by
simply agreeing to whatever nonsense is
being said.
Statement - 'Man, the FNM and the PLP
need to make one big political party called
the FPP – ‘Free Pickyhead People'.
Response - 'True-True'.

Two Four Two (becoming our
identity symbol noun)
1. Two Four Two or 242 is the Bahamian
international dialing prefix code.
2. Increasingly becoming a symbol of
Bahamian identity.
Example ‘This a 242 thing man…’
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-WVimmen ( W to V mix-up noun)
1. Translated means woman or women.
Vimmen have always been the backbone
of Bahamian society, even though dem
mans wouldn’t admit it.

-WWAT – Walue Added Tax (we gone
first world status baby)
1. Sales tax reach in the Bahamas in 2015
and people nearly lost their minds.
Bahamians aren’t use to paying for
anything period, so when the government
say WAT was coming, all hell break loose.
2. WAT had everybody pretending like
they could calculate 7.5% without Stephen
Hawking squeaking over from England in
his wheelchair to help them.
3. In the first couple of weeks, WAT had
people so crazy, they were keeping their
receipts from everything they bought, only
to throw them out later when they realized
rats like come in your house to eat old
paper.
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4. The IMF, the World Bank, the IDB,
Moody’s all said the Bahamas couldn’t just
depend on dem iffy tourist dollars to keep
the country going, so the government dem
introduced WAT.
5. WAT is Value Added Tax

Web Shop (we gambling legal now
noun)
1. Bahamians never thought they would
see the day when they could gamble
freely in their own country, without being
afraid that the policeman who gambling
right beside him was going to arrest him.
2. Web Shops are the places where you
could go and buy your little number, and
then sit and pray to god you didn’t waste
all your social services money betting on
foolishness.
3. Before, only foreigners could gamble in
the Bahamas. But now, thanks to them
people in government who didn’t care
about the wrath of god coming to strike
them down right where they stand,
Bahamians can now spend $100 to win
$10 just like errybody else.
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White Knight (own big big big tings)
1. Refers to wealthy white Bahamians who
own the big businesses like conglomerate
food stores, whole beaches nobody knew
dey tief… I mean own, and shipping
companies and half of the Bahamas.
2. Old fashioned term that harkens back to
the days when only white people did own
big tings in the Bahamas. Now today...
um...let me see... today… um... well…
okay Conchy Joe still only own big tings in
the Bahamas but the Chinese comin’, so
we ga see how tings gone go...
3. You have to work your way up to being
a White Knight in the Bahamas, one little
dress shop or shoe shop ain't gonna cut it.
4. Antonym: Poor like everyone else.
5. Synonym for Black people in the
Bahamas with money - None found.
People aren’t use to that yet.
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THE WHITE KNIGHT
BEEN OWNING TINGS IN THE
BAHAMAS SINCE FOREVER
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Wutless (lazy bum adjective)
1. Used to describe someone who is
wholly lazy
and
completely
useless.
2. This
laziness and
uselessness
may cover a
day, a month
or a lifetime of
wutlessness.
3. The English
word for this
would be
‘worthless’ or
‘feckless’.
Example
‘Willie, you
wutless old
ting and ting,
go get a job’.
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-YYinna (pronoun)
1. Used when referring to more than one
yous. Replaces having to remember the
names of more than person that might be
getting on your nerves.
2. A broad net pronoun that can be cast
over anything from 2 to 24 people at one
time.
Example ‘Yinna children driving me crazy’
or ‘Yinna think you comin’ here to take
Bahamian people job, you crazy’

Yons or Yorns (Bahamianese
pronoun)
1. Means a grossly mispronounced and
totally unintelligible Yours.

Yous (Bahamianese pronoun)
1. Meaning you or you are.
Example ‘Yous a fool’ or ‘Yous even more
fool than I thought’ or Yous steppin’ on my
foot.
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ESSENTIAL
BAHAMIAN
PHRASES
Bahamian phrases are colorful
and varied to say the least.
They are intended to
encompass a wide range of
emotions and feelings.
For the true true Bahamian,
we don’t mince words; it is
easier to sum up our state of
mind in just a few short
universal, all-encompassing
sayings like these…
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All We Is One
United people. A term used to encompass
all Bahamians - black, white and the 2/3's,
4/5's, 1/7th, 18/48th mixed and stirred up
ones, dem who come first and dem who
come last, dem who far away and dem
who on the beach. All are considered
brothers and sisters of the islands if you
love our beautiful country.

All Kerpunkle Up
Drunk, high or just badly and ridiculously
dressed.
Can be used to refer to a woman with a
pineapple or a soursop hairstyle sitting on
her head but be prepared to get punched
if you do.

All Ice Up
Someone wearing so much jewelry, you
can see their crazy iron metal looking self
from the moon.

Almost piss up myself
When something or someone has taken
you by shocking surprise, that your bowels
want to drop out on the floor. Roughly like
opening up your husband’s mail to find a
$7,640.39 phone bill from him calling his
sweetheart.
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Ain’t gat a pot to piss in or a window
to throw it out of… When someone
doesn’t have a thing to their name - not a
shoe, not a house, not a car, not even one
old tire to cut up to make a shoe, but is
often pretending like they have lots like a
muck a muck.

‘Man could lie so much bey’… This
is where your new slick tongue
boyfriend claims he lives.
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This is where that old bitch actually
lives!!!... ‘suck teet’
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Anything buck up goes
If you comin’ with your purple shoes,
green stockings and red dress, or if you
comin’ to church with your sweetheart
while leavin’ your wife home or if you out
to the party with all your hice up shorts
and your low cut top, it’s okay because
anything buck up goes. In other words,
you could care less so you are doing what
you please.

Beholden is a son of a bitch
You know how it is when you are
dependent upon someone or you have
asked someone like your husband, boss,
baby daddy or your MP to give you
something or do you a favour but you
have to wait on them because they are
taking their own sweet time.
Well, that is when ‘beholden is a son of a
bitch’ because you gatta wait till they wake
up, brush their teeth, take a piss, fart,
wash their backside, brush their hair, put
on their clothes, eat their breakfast, go
back to the toilet, change the clothes they
had put on before, pet their dog, kick their
wife, go to work, call their two
sweethearts, etc. They have to do all that
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and more, before they get around to
sorting you out. All that time, you have to
stand their smiling and pretend like you
don’t want to jook them. You can’t tell
them to go fly a kite because you need
them and they know you need them, so
beholden to people is a b*%£”h….

Big drum bust quick, big mout’
won’t do sh*t
This for all dem biggity big mouth people
who tink the breeze does shift when they
cough but really nothing happens. All
mouth and no show.

Boy, girl, man, dred, fool ‘ress yer
nerve’
Boy, girl, man, dred, fool ‘catch
yourself’
Stop talking foolishness, cease, desist,
calm down, or behave before you get
punched.

Bring your bag down
To make someone feel ashamed by
bringing out some hidden secret or
revelation that is not publically known.
This is usually done by shouting it out on
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the daily talk radio debates or in the
weekly newspaper gossip sheets or in the
lunch room at work.

Burning your bridges behind you
Bahamians love
love love to tell
me people
about their ass
and where they
come from and
how they never
want to see
them again, but
there is always a problem with that. The
problem is when you tell people to go fly a
kite, but you forget you still need them….
Then you have to eat your words.
PEOPLE WHO HAVE TO EAT THEIR
WORDS

Every employee who cuss their boss out
on Monday, but forget the light bill due on
Friday.
Every woman that has ever broken up with
the boyfriend who is the money man for
the younger handsome boyfriend who is
the broke man.
Every fool that has ever claimed they
didn’t post that naked picture of
themselves on Facebook.
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Child please !!!
Bahamianese favourite. We say it after
everything and before everything. It is a
common expression of either disbelief,
surprise or just ‘what the hell are you
talking about’.

Come hell or high water
Whatever and no matter what, this thing is
going to happen. Not even if Noah’s flood
comes again or if the devil pokes me in my
big boongie, nothing is going to stop me
from doing what I have to do.

Come here let me fix you up
You look so stupid in whatever you are
wearing, so come to me so I can fix your
weave, fix your short of patience pants,
comb your picky hair or change that green
shirt, red pants and white shoes that you
have on.

Coming with your hand swinging
You want make your woman mad or family
disown you forever, keep coming to see
them with your hand swinging meaning
coming with nothing to give them. This is
for those people who you are always
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giving everything to and helping them with
stuff, but when they get something they
suddenly disappear and play like they
forgot your phone number.

Dat ain't no tru
Cannot be true or is not true or you talkin’
sh*t or you are just friggin’ lyin’ and talkin’
sh!t…

Dat fat hey!
Means a woman looks good or sexy or fat
or good and fat or good and sexy and fat
or just looks really good no matter how big
she is. Bahamian man don’t like dem
skinny woman too much so ‘dat fat hey’
says we like ‘em meaty and sexy..

Das your wibe (v-w mixup again)
That’s your problem, your thang, your
mojo not mine. ‘Wibing’ is when two wibes
don’t agree, and then you get people
wibing for their rights to wibe in their own
country.
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Dog eat ya lunch
Man you get swing. Someone or
somebody just took you for a ride. In other
word bruddah someone just sold you sand
while you sittin’ on the beach

“Don’t go callin’ my name”
If I give you one little bit of gapseed, don’t
go telling people you got it from me. Better
use one a dem anonymous sources and
ting excuse.

Do my endeavour best
Doing the best I can, so stop bugging me.
Look here, I say I ga try my best right after
I take this here four hour nap.

Dyne no tru
Dat changes to dyne for those who are
bored with saying dat and have made up
their own word sometime around 1857.
Cannot be true or is not true or it is true
but I just know better than you.
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Eat parrot ass… or worse
You talk too doggone much man.
A term used to indicate people who just
can’t seem to shut the heck up. They talk
in the movies, they talk on the bus, they
talk in your car, they talk in church, they
talking while your TV show is on, and they
are talking while you are eating your good
food. In fact, they talkin’ while I am trying
to talk but they never have anything
interesting to say.
If someone could invent a cure for eatin’
parrot ass, they could make millions.

Een nuttin slick happening
Nothing much is going one. If something
better is happening pick me up, I want to
go too.

Eat *&@# and go bark at the moon
If someone tells you to do this, they are
really just calling you an old dog.
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Feed them with a long spoon, Wear
them loose, Don’t put them,
(him)(her) in your bosom.
Don’t get too friendly with some people.
Not everyone you let know all your
business. Don’t get too close to them or
let someone know all your business. How
to treat someone that isn’t really a true
friend but you still need them for
something.

Foot can’t swear for road, nor head
for load
Means man shut the heck up about ‘what
you ain’t gonna never do’ or ‘what you are
going to have’ and ‘where you are going to
live’ and ‘all the big stuff you are going to
buy’ because you don’t know where this
life is going to take you. Be humble. Stop
boasting. You don’t know what you might
have to do or where you might have to go
in this life. You can’t swear for nothing.

Funky
Either you are too way out in your dress or
speech or attitude. You know them people
who speak with a British accent but only
from Andros. Or it could just mean you
smell like one old sheep.
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God spare life
Phrase invocating god
to spare one's life long
enough to do
something.
Favourite phrase of
Grammies from Nassau
to Inagua and every
island in between.
Favourite phrase of the bible thumping
advocates heard all over and wherever
you may go along the archipelago of
islands.
Favourite phrase of criminals after the jail
door has been locked shut.
Favourite phrase of those getting over to
Miami for shopping hoping to get back
safely while escaping custom duties by
hiding everything that was bought under
dirty underwear.
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Grandpa say… “Dem
people is mine”
“I know who all yinna is…
Don’t mind all dem hoytie
toytie people tryin’ to
choke down dat dere
sushi… I know where all
dem old fools come from, dey my
Bahamian folk. That pickyhead one over
there, chile das ma cousin from Bimini and that hard heel one over dere that’s my
bruddah first born from Inagua - and that
one over there with the horse hair, das ma
niece from Acklins who did borrow $20
from me last year - and that one all dress
up over there goin’ in the House of
Assembly, me and his mudda use ta keep
company, I was almost he pa - and ya see
that conchy joe over there, I use grab dem
mango for him outta tree when he couldn’t
reach it - and ya see dat one driving that
big time car, he does bring it to the bush
mechanic tru my corner cause he dead
broke payin’ for woman – and that
preacher over dere, he does come right
here after church for one drink with me,
old William Bartholomew Sanford Malcolm
Sands III of dis here country da
Bahamas….”
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Hoytie Toytie or Ms. Nicks
You know dem woman who walk like they
own the place. You know dem woman
who always dress up in the latest and their
hair always perfect and their shoe and bag
are always the best but when you look
their car is getting repossessed and her
man gets caught out with his sweetheart.
Well this is Hoytie Toytie or Ms. Nicks.
Hoytie Toytie and Ms. Nicks are always
playing better than everyone else but she
has the same problems as everyone else.
Could be a man as well, because some
men are always acting like they are better
than other people. Just call this type of
fellow, Mr. Nicks.

How It Go?
How are you? Or, what’s new with you?
This is a widely used phrase between
friends that is usually repeated two or
three times in rapid succession. Can be
used as a heartfelt phrase intending to find
out how a person is feeling or as a means
of quickly escaping from someone who
wants to talk your ear off.
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If you lie down with a dog, you ga
get up with fleas
You are who your friends are. If you hang
out with a certain sort of person or
persons, you will eventually pick up all
their negative and bad habits.

s!
flea
t
a
p
g
n I tta sto with
a
M go
I n’ out old
er
gi
han m oth s…
de dog
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I’m going to see a man about a
horse
Means if I wanted you to know where I
was going, I would tell you. But since I
don’t want you to know, I would just say I
am going to see about a horse. Means
look here woman I am going out now, so
don’t bug me.

I gat to skin that cat myself
Boy you are about to have a really bad
day because someone is out to get you.
To skin a cat means to take care of
someone that is bothering you or didn’t do
what you asked them to do. To take care
of someone as in you are going to drill a
big hole to sink their boat.

If you can’t hear, you ga feel
Phrase used by every Bahamian parent at
some point to indicate that the straw on
the camel’s back is about to be broken by
some rude child that can’t sit down and
shut up.

I wasn’t born big as I is
Don’t take me for a fool. Don’t think I am
as stupid as I look.
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It is what it is
Can’t pretend, you could try, but why
bother, don’t worry about it because life is
too short and it is what it is. You can’t
change it anyway, so you had better just
enjoy, accept it or try to make money from
it.
Remember when ugly people use to hide,
now they big thing now with television
shows and music concerts and academy
awards. You see they learned - it is what
it is.
Remember when you coulda call people
sissy and run. Can’t do that no more. You
could run, but discrimination lawsuit longer
than your leg. You see you gotta learn - it
is what it is.
Remember when big boongie people was
so shame their backside was bigger than
the moon, now if you ain’t gat a big
boongie, you saving up to buy one from
Miami. It is what it is.
Remember when people didn’t want black
chirren now you gat ten thousand white
people fighting over one black baby….
Chile… It is what it is.

Lawd  jesus  yinna  better  realise    times    is  a  
changin’  but  remember,  ‘it  is  what  it  is’.  
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It takes two hands to clap
Cooperation is everything. Sometimes,
one person can’t do it all by themselves.
You have to be prepared to volunteer
around the house, and in your school and
community and even for your country…
So put your hand up to help cause it takes
two hands to clap.
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Keepin’ your head above water
Man tings rough out there, I
tryin’ not tief. These bills killing
me but I keepin’ my head
above water, meaning I am
trying to pay my debts and
keep the bank from taking my
little jook jook house.
Keepin’ your head above water
means giving up plenty tings
like...
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Man
You can’t be a Bahamian much less set
foot in the Caribbean without knowing the
word ‘man’. ‘Man’ is the most versatile
word ever made for people in the
Bahamas because we use it like thirsty
people drink water.
Popular uses…
‘Man look here, you get my tings?’
‘Man I tired man, I ain’t gern to work today
man.’
‘Who you tink you is man?’

Miami Vice
Name for an icy strawberry daiquiri and
pina colada mix. If you add some rum or
one little bit of vodka to it, you could call it
Miami Vice with a Police Chaser.

“Milk round ya mouth”
Man go sit down before you get your
feelings hurt. You just learn how to wipe
your own ass last week and now you tryin’
to tell me how to run my things. Go sit
down bey….
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Mindin’ people business
Take your nose out of my door thank you
very much. Stop being interested in what I
am doing and mind your own business
before you buck up.

My Navel String Dear
I was born here or I got rights
It asserts rights over any newly arrived
inhabitants whether it is in the office,
house or country.
Term used a lot whenever anything is to
be shared out like money. When money
gettin’ share out, everybody navel string
dear. When job or work needs to be
shared out, suddenly everybody is expat.

Nimble or Sticky finger
Yous a tief. Leave people things alone.
The man hire you but erryting in his shop
you tiefin’ with your nimble sticky finger.
All a dem who get fired from people job for
bein’ sticky finger just basically get caught
tiefin’. Now you could tief’ anywhere or
anything. Some is tief whole banks and
some does tief one tin of cream.
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Only loose goat know how tie goat
feel
Only someone who has been there before,
in the same position as you, can know you
feel.
Or your goat is really in someone else’s
yard, so you better go get it before they
make curry.

Peas and Rice Boongie
Woman with large to enormously round
backside, the sight of which causes traffic
to stop and birds to fly into walls.
Can be used to refer to men as Bahamian
men eat plenty of peas and rice as well.

Screwin’
Doing the nasty! By nasty I
mean what you could get
thrown out of the garden of
Eden for…
Put the book close to your
ear so I can whisper what nasty
is. No!… go sit down, you too
damn nosey.
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She’s a dime
Everything is just right on a woman. Hair
good, teeth good, clothes good, she has
her own car and one little job paying good
money. She might even be a muck a muck
or one of them influential lawyer or
Member of Parliament and ting.
She’s a dime is better than a woman being
a penny which means she is missing
something essential like looks and... um...
brains.

Slap all the taste out your mouth
Getting slapped so very hard. Should you
ever experience this, you will remember
the event for a lifetime and maybe two or
three more after that.
Threatened by many a parent to unruly
children.
Precipitates many a fight among former
friends and dead drunk companions.
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Social Loafer
This is one of them new phrases to
Bahamianese vocabulary and it means
you ain’t pullin’ your own weight in dis
here society. Social loafing is when you
gat a job to do or when it is time for you to
contribute, but you don’t do anything
because you feel someone else, like the
teacher or your boss, the policeman or the
garbage man or the government gonna do
it. You don’t do anything or very little. In
other words, you just takin’ up space, like
this old fool.

Hey Santa… don’t you
have a job to do!!
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Soupy mouth
All dem spitty mouth people who like to
run they mouth all day long. Always talkin’
people business what you don’t know a
thing about.

Stop throwing lowness
You know how it is when someone is all
dressed up and looking respectable and
then you let them know that you still
remember when they had outside toilet at
their house. Well that is throwing lowness.
Throwing lowness is when you try to make
someone shame by telling them
something less than perfect about
themselves, their past or their family.

Sweeping tings under the rug
All those problems that you don’t have
time for right now, you put them away for
another time. All those credit card bills and
the lawsuit from runnin’ over your
neighbour’s dog and your son who missan
drop that cuss word in church, all dem
tings, you sweep under the rug. Deal with
problems another day or maybe not at all.
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Forget about all them old grudges and
being mad, we gone sweep all those old
things under the rug.

I	
  ain’t	
  sweepin’	
  shit	
  under	
  the	
  rug.	
  I	
  ain’t	
  
forgetting	
  one	
  single	
  thing.	
  You	
  owe	
  me	
  five	
  
dollars	
  from	
  last	
  year	
  and	
  I	
  gone	
  black	
  your	
  
eye	
  for	
  stealing	
  my	
  man	
  and	
  I	
  already	
  fix	
  my	
  
obeah	
  doll	
  for	
  that	
  fool	
  who	
  get	
  me	
  fired	
  
cause	
  I	
  was	
  sleepin’	
  on	
  the	
  people	
  job	
  and	
  
my	
  Member	
  of	
  Parliament	
  promise	
  me	
  one	
  
fridge	
  from	
  last	
  election…	
  My	
  broom	
  broke,	
  
so	
  I	
  ain’t	
  sweepin’	
  nuttin’.

Oh crap…. Someone
gone make this old fool
dead mad today….
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Forget	
  
about	
  
being	
  a	
  
dime	
  
honey,	
  I	
  is	
  	
  
50	
  cents!	
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Take it as the cook serves it
Sometimes you have to stand in line and
wait to get your share. Life serves some
first and others second. You’ve got to be
patient and wait for yours sometimes.

Takin’ bread out of people mouth
When you are trying to take someone’s
job or livelihood. Shame on you…
Bahamians equate this to not being able
to buy even basic food like bread to eat,
because they don’t have any money,
because they lost their job, because you
take the job from them. “I callin’ my
lawyer right now, dees people tink they
could come and take good people job…”

They singin’ like a choir
When one fool starts, they rest start as
well, like one tone deaf singing group.
Some people don’t even care what it is
that is being said or done; they are just
joining in and following the person in front
of them.
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Walk like a duck, quack like a duck,
you is a friggin’ duck
Man I tired of people who are sheep
pretending to be cow, people who are
paper plate pretending to be china, people
who is rat pretending to be lion. You can’t
hide. You could try dress it up as much as
you like, you could try and put that goat in
a skirt, and call it fancy, but it is what it is.

What sweeten you, will bitter you
There is definitely a limit to doing too
much of one thing over and over,
especially when it isn’t good for you. Too
much of anything, no matter how good, at
some point, will soon start to be bad for
you. Y’all know just what I mean…

Whatever sh*t they in,
let them wallow in it
Leave people how you find them. If you go
interfering in other people’s business, you
might find yourself taking on more than
you expected. Walk on by baby… Walk
on by…
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Whichever way the wind blows
Easily lead or influenced. If Tom come,
you go with him, if Sally come you go with
her, if the new hairstyle say to crazy glue a
chicken foot to your head, you will do that,
if the new thing is to walk around with a
cat on your leg, you will do that because
whichever way the wind blows you blow
as well because you are so foolish.
Look here, I
don’t care if it
look like me, I
tell you that
woman baby
ain’t mine…

Why you wex?
(remember that v
to w thing that
Bahamians do)

Why are you angry
or upset? Time to
calm down before
you do something
stupid like beat up
somebody or lose
your job for talking
back to your boss.
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Yeah
You okay? Yeah
You eat yet? Yeah
Your foot hurtin’? Yeah
You want some sex? Yeah
You been to church? Yeah
You buy your number yet? Yeah
You cuss out your boss yet? Yeah
Your heart surgery went well? Yeah
Ya ugly daughter get married yet? Yeah
You get any money? NO

You Get Swing
You so damn fool; you just got cheated,
gypped or taken advantage of but don’t
even realize it.
Phrase can cover a wide range of
circumstances including but not limited to
an unfaithful partner, getting the smallest
piece of fried chicken or crack conch,
getting pushed on an actual swing or
lending someone money for a sick child
only to find out they went to Miami
shopping with your money.
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You musse don’t know me
The wannabe or biggity person’s phrase
that is meant to scare or get someone’s
attention.

You ain’t about this life
Means you just can’t be serious or stop
talking nonsense.

You is sumtin’ else
Phrase used to express happy or sad
surprise at someone’s actions or words.
Example 1: Girl catches boyfriend snatch
up with another girl. As girl is beating up
and pulling weave off of boyfriend’s other
girlfriend she would say to him ‘you see
what you gat me doin, you is sumtin’ else’
Example 2: At the reading of the will, all
the husband’s outside children show up to
see what daddy leave for them, the widow
would exclaim as she rips up the dead
husband’s picture into ten thousand tiny
pieces ‘ you is sumtin else’
Come to think of it, this phrase has a wide
variety of uses.
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You just like them billy goat
If someone calls you a billy goat, you are
stupid as hell. You are 50cents short of a
dollar in the head. Now, if you are a billy
goat, don’t marry another billy goat, try to
find someone smarter like a donkey… uh
no… donkey ain’t smart, try marry one
gazelle… they fast and smart.

You just like bad money
You know how counterfeit money is never
good but always seems to be all over
place; well that is how some people are.
People who are like bad money just
appear to be everywhere and you see
them every place you go.

Yous a case
You need help fast.
Someone who always has a problem and
can't shut up about it.
Someone who is very funny and telling
very funny jokes but has gone too far and
made a joke in bad taste about a
politician, a preacher or someone's
mother.
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Yuck up my vexation
Stir up my anger or get on my last nerve.
To yuck up something means to pull it up
quickly, so to yuck up someone’s vexation
involves a swift act that makes someone
crazy person want to sit on you until you
say ‘uncle’.
Causes of yucking up someone’s
vexation…
Husbands who remember the passports
on the kitchen table just as the family
steps up to the airline counter.
Wives who phone up husband sweetheart
to ask when she might be sending him
home.
Husbands who put their phone on silent
when they see the wife calling to find out
where they are.
Greasy Bush Mechanic who used juicy
fruit chewing gum instead of spearmint to
fix the radiator and the car breaks down
again before you get home.
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Bahamas
Hall
of
Fame
Distinction
Phrase
Award
Winner of the Year goes to…
‘drum roll if you
please’

Carry your…
Bahamians love to
tell people to go
carry their
When someone
makes you mad and
you can’t figure out
what else to say,
you tell them to go carry their *%#* and
take all their *#&$* with them…

And take
your…
Chicken,
dog, cat,
horse, shoe,
bag, clothes
toothbrush
and your old
underpants

with you!
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Dr. Henryetta Hawknose
Our resident busybody answers
readers’ questions Bahamian style
in

That’s your Daily Poke in the
Eye
214

Dear Henryetta,
Man Henryetta, ya see the government
start that annual Bahamas Junkanoo
Carnival now in May and I love it. But
here’s the thing, I can’t get all those
feathers and half naked people dancing to
that good soca music outta my mind. I
bought my costume and wear it at home
on the weekends just to remind me of all
the fun I had. My problem is that the office
picnic is coming up and I was thinking
about wearing my costume. What do you
think? I paid good money for it and want
to get my money’s worth.
Signed: Feather crazy and Soca ready.

Dear Feather crazy and Soca ready,
Boy look here, leave the feathers for next
year. Carnival is every year now, so you
don’t have to worry about getting good use
out of your little piece of costume. As for
the office picnic, you mussee want get
excomputted out aye. People at work don’t
need to know you is get freaky deaky at
home.
That’s your Daily Poke in the Eye
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Dear Henryetta,
My dear friend Sheniqua started talking
foolishness one day about how she
wanted to give up. So me and the whole
church rush over to her house to save her,
only to find out she was talking about how
to make tamarind sauce. Everybody left in
a huff. I vex Henryetta cause I coulda
been doin’ other good works. What do you
suggest?
Signed: Doin’ the Lord’s work every day.

Dear Doin’ the Lord’s work every day,
Henryetta suggest you mind your own
business. Yinna church people too nosey.
Wait to find out if the person really need
help first and stop jumpin’ to conclusion. I
notice none of yinna help the woman
make good tamarind sauce. You know
how much tamarind cost dees days?
They expensive! Why you didn’t help her
and send me some too?…. ‘suck teet’
That’s your Daily Poke in the Eye
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Dear Henryetta,
I work in a government office and I can’t
get no promotion. I been here for ten
years. Dey keep hirin’ new people and
promotin’ everybody else but me. What
should I do?
Signed: I gat bills to pay too.

Dear I gat bills to pay too,
Didn’t yinna government people just get
an across the board salary increase. Y’all
should be lendin’ me money. I here
answerin’ all y’all mail and fixin’ y’all
problems, how ‘bout throwing some sugar
Henryetta way.
If ya want a promotion, get some of dem
qualifications. If ya already gat
qualifications try showin’ up to work on
time. If ya already gat qualifications and
showin’ up to work on time, try doin’ the
work. If you already doing all those tings
and still can’t get a promotion, then start
bringing the boss one little fruit for his
snack from time to time. Apple is good for
people who head crazy. If ya already
done all a dat and ya still out of luck, then
you musse fix with a spell. You can buy
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Henryetta’s ‘Take the Obeah Spell off Me’
for only $500.35 add in $20.00 for
postage.
That’s Your Daily Poke in the Eye

Dear Henryetta,
My wife won’t give me none. Ma’am
please excuse my bluntness but dis ting
serious now. My wife say I cheatin’ on
her. She say I creepin’ out all hours of the
night. She say I ain’t the same person she
married. Well Henryetta she does have a
point but her fried chicken just ain’t the
same as that place Over the Hill. Must be
the grease they use or something.
Signed: How do I get my wife to make
fried chicken for me again?

Dear How do I get my wife to make fried
chicken for me again,
Nothin’ but nothin’ make my blood boil
more than a man eatin’ out. You know full
well your wife home cookin’ and waitin’ on
you but yet you sneaking out to get fried
chicken somewhere else. If I had one belt
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and was ten years younger I would give
you one beatin’.
My advice is to…
1. Find out what kind of earl they
cooking with Over the Hill and get it for
your wife.
2. Stay your backside home and eat
whatever it is she servin’.
3. Get use to your wife fried chicken
cause dem shack Over the Hill does
serve everybody not just you.
That’s Your Daily Poke in the Eye

Dear Henryetta,
My name is Quanbreeka and I am 15
years old but my mummy and daddy say I
too young to go to the club with my older
brother Quantikeoquan. I get good grades
in school, I got 3 C’s and 4 D’s and 1 A in
running track. How can I get my parents
to let me go out?
Signed: Big Enough to Go Out Now
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Dear Big Enough to Go Out Now,
I wish I knew where you lived so I could
come there and beat one track over your
head girl. You is a young chile, sit your
backside down and take up knitting or
crocheting or something productive. Turn
all dem C’s and D’s into A’s and B’s.
Young gal like you get all your life to go to
the club. You is a young chic, leave the
club for old hens like me. Old hen clucking
days short, you could go clucking for the
next 20 years easy.
If I see that big head brother of yours
Quantikeoquan, I gone give him a piece of
my mind for encouraging you to do
foolishness.
Start knittin’ one sweater with ya fresh
self.
That’s Your Daily Poke in the Eye

Dear Henryetta,
I am a god fearing woman and I attend
church every Sunday for three hours. But
I caught between my husband and my
pastor. My husband wants me to wear
shorter skirts but the church pastor say
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short skirts is a sin. I have my skirts laid
out ready to trim Henryetta. What do I do?
Signed: Love my husband but don’t want
to go to hell later on because I hear it hot
down there.

Dear Love my husband but don’t want
to go to hell,
Oh dear this is really a dilemma for lots of
married women who gat the husband in
the bed, but the pastor in their head.
Here’s what Henryetta say, now I ain’t
sayin’ hice it all the way up in your
boongie, but if the pastor ain’t your
husband wear the short skirt. If the pastor
is your husband wear the short skirt
anyway because when I drive Over the Hill
late at night, I see plenty pastors and
husbands eating fried chicken out.
That’s Your Daily Poke in the Eye
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Dear Henryetta,
Can you please clear up an argument for
me that I am having with my big head
husband? Marvin, dis ma big head
husband, he say it is better to have
common sense than to go to school. You
see our son Marvin the Third (he have a
big head too) don’t want to go to school to
get a bachelor’s degree. He said high
school is enough. How do I get my
husband and son to see my way?
Signed: Two Big Heads ain’t better than
this one.

Dear Two Big Heads ain’t better than
this one,
Henryetta say this, there are two important
things young people and even us old
crows gone need to know to get on in this
life
1. Common sense
2. Sense that ain’t common
You need common sense which is
important. You gone need to know not to
cross the road when you see a car
coming. You gone need to know that if
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something costs 50 cents and if you give
the man a dollar, you expect 50 cents in
return. That’s common sense.
But you also need to know more than just
common sense. You need to know way
more of what is in that school book than
the fella sitting next to you. You need to
know that math and that english and even
some of that science. And, if you really
clever, you’ll know things only a handful of
people in the world know. You see, that is
the sense that ain’t common and that
makes you special.
So go tell them two big heads in your
house, you need both, common sense and
sense that ain’t common.
That’s Your Daily Poke in the Eye

Dear Henryetta,
My seventeen year old son stayed out
until midnight at his girlfriend’s house. He
was supposed to be home by ten o clock. I
was very angry because I had to go and
pick him up in the middle of the night. I
fussed him out in front of his girlfriend.
Now my son is upset with me.
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What advice can you give me because I
am a single mum raising two sons?
Signed: Mum of Son with girlfriend.
Dear Mum of son with girlfriend,
Oh… you gat a big dilemma here because
if you keep fussing him out in front of his
girlfriends, you gonna have a 40 year old,
can’t find a wife cause his mommy keep
fussing him out in front of his woman, big
hairy man creasing up your couch and still
living in your house in a few years son.
Dat ain’t good.
However, if you don’t tell him what time it
is, you will have his girlfriend and their
ugly baby living in your house in less than
a year. Dat ain’t good neither.
My advice is to call the girlfriend’s parents
over and have them take a look at his
room. Have them take a look at his pile of
dirty clothes, make sure leave some dirty
underpants lying around, his smelly shoes,
the toilet seat left up and his worse graded
school papers lying around. After that,
don’t worry, they will see to it that his
casanova backside is sent home at a
proper time.
That’s Your Daily Poke in the Eye
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Dear Henryetta,
My name is Alfred and I am 13 years old. I
like English, Science and Math. In fact,
math is my best subject. The kids at
school make fun of me because I like
science and because I wear glasses. They
even make fun of me because my name is
Alfred. Can you tell me what to do
Henryetta to get the other children to stop
making fun of me?
Signed: The Next Stephen Hawking

Dear The Next Stephen Hawking,
You know Alfred if it wasn’t against the law
to spank other people chirren, I would
come right to your school and give all
them a spank who making fun of you.
But let me tell you something, those same
children making fun of you today will be
the ones coming to you in the future
looking for a job. Believe old Henryetta
Alfred, your smartness is gonna carry you
far and the meanness of those other
children, it won’t even carry them around
the corner.
You know, I like the name Alfred. Plenty
good people name begin with A. Let me
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see, there was Abraham in the bible who
god favoured and there was Abraham
Lincoln who was a great president and
then there was Albert Einstein that figure
out plenty important science stuff.
Alfred, look Henryetta up in 10 years or so
cause I get one daughter round your age
and you sound like husband material.
That’s Your Daily Poke in the Eye
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